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This report presents the AGA two-sweep iterative methods belonging to
the family of factorization techniques in their practical application
in the HEXAGA-II two-dimensional programme to obtain the numerical
solution to the multi-group, time-independent, (real and/or adjoint)
neutron diffusion equations for a fine uniform triangular mesh. An
arbitrary group scattering model is permitted.
The report written for the users provides the description of input
and output. The use of HEXAGA-II is illustrated by two sample reactor
problems.
HEXAGA 11 - Ein Rechenprogramm für die IBM-Anlage/370-168
zur Lösung der Multigruppen-Neutronen-Diffusions-
gleichung in 2 Raumdimensionen für regelmäßige
Dreiecksmaschengitter mit beliebiger Neutronen-
streuung über die Energiegr~u~p~p~e~n~ __
Zusammenfassung
Der Bericht enthält die Beschreibung der "AGA Two Sweep Iterative
Methods", die zur Familie der Faktorisierungsverfahren gehören, und
ihre Anwendung im Rechenprogramm HEXAGA-II für zwei Raumdimensionen.
llliXAGA-II liefert die numerische Lösung der zeitunabhängigen tmlti-
gruppen-Neutronendiffusionsgleichungen für feine, regelmäßige Drei-
ecksmaschengitter für den reellen und den adjungierten Neutronenfluß.
Im Rahmen des betrachteten Modells können die ~eutronen beliebig über
die Energiegruppen gestreut werden.
Der Bericht ist für die Benutzer von IIEXAGA-II zusammengestellt und ent-
hält die Beschreibungen der Programm-Ein- und Ausgabe. Zwei Sample Pro-
bleme für Reaktorberechnungen sollen die Anwendung von HEXAGA-II ver-
. deutlichen.
Streszczenie
iv raporcie przedstawiono dwuprzebiegowe metody iteracyjne AGA,
nalez~ce do rodziny technik faktoryzacyjnych, wich praktycz-
nym zastosowaniu w dwuwymiarowym programie HEXAGA-II dostarcza-
j~cym numerycznego rozwi~zania wielogrupowych, czasowo niezalei-
nych (rzeczywistych i/albo sprz~zonych) rownari dyfuzji neutro-
n6w w drobnej jednorodnej siatce trojk~tnej. -Motliwe jest sto-
sowanie dowolnego modelu rozpraszania neutron6w.
Raport ten, przeznaczony dIa uzytkownikow, zawiera opis inputu
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I. INTRODUCTION
Tbis report contains the description of numerical methods utilized in two-
dimensional multi-group neutron diffusion programmes HEXAGA-II-120, -60
and -30 and their user's manual.
All the three programmes written in FORTRAN-IV with dynamic storage allo-
cation are implemented recently on IBM-370/168 and CDC-CYBER-73 computers
for real and/or adjoint calculations with a uniform triangular mesh. They
are an extension ~f the former version of HEXAGA-II /3/ in which the do-
main of solution is an arbitrary 1200 -parallelogram. In the present ver-
sions of HEXAGA-II called by HEXAGA-II-120, -60 and -30 the last numbers
-120, -60 and -30 are related to the domain of solution which are 120°-
parallelogram, 600 -triangle and 300 -triangle, respectively. In HEXAGA-II-120
arbitrary logarithmic boundary conditions can be uled on each of four ex-
ternal boundaries. In HEXAGA-II-60 and -30 the triangular domain of solu-
tion corresponds to the part of the reactor for which the solution has the
60-degree and 30-degree symmetry. Thus, logarithmic boundary conditions can
be used only on the side of triangle corresponding to the outer boundary of
a reactor and on two remaining sides of triangle the null flux derivative
.is used in a boundary condition. Despite of the different geometries the
tame input/output is used for all programmes and specified for the part of
the reactor being 1200 -parallelogram tor rhombus/. However, the number of
unknowns representing a discrete numerical solution is approximately de-
creased by factor 2 in HEXAGA-II-60 and 4 in HEXAGA-II-30 with respect to
those ~n HEXAGA-II-120. This reduces storage requirements and CPU time. In
all versions of HEXAGA-II there exist the input check of 60-degree and
30-degree symmetry of solution and if required symmetry is not satistied
in HEXAGA-II-60 or -30 for a given reactor problem, programme is stopped
with printing information about a mesh point in which an expected symmetry
did not occur.
In order to simplify the preparation of the HEXAGA-II input data, which in
the case of preparation by hand for reactor problems with a fine refine-
ment of mesh is too much time-consuming, three auxiliary subprogrammes
INPREP-II, HEXI-22 and HEXI-23 have been written. The first of them,
INPREP-II provides the same picture of a hexagonal mesh as this printed in
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the HEXAGA-II output but without the specification of material composition
numbers representing particular hexagons in the layout of mesh and these
numbers can be written by user according to the material arrangement of a
given reactor problem /see Appendix/. Two remaining subpro~rammes HEXI-22
and HEXI-23 serve to producing the new HEXAGA-II input data for a given
reactor problem in which the mesh step of uniform triangular mesh is de-
creased by factor 2 in the case of use HEXI-22 and by factor 3 for HEXI-23.
Both subprogrammes use the same input as the HEXAGA-II input without intro-
ducing any additional input information. Thus, preparing the HEXAGA-II
input by hand for a given reactor problem which can be described by the
minimal number of' mesh points and using an arbitrary combination of outputl
input from HEXI-22 and HEXI-23 we can produce the HEXAGA-II input data for
arrangements of mesh points for this problem with the mesh step decreased
by the following factors: 2,3,4,8,9,12 etc. Isee Appendix/.
In HEXAGA-II the group equations are approximated for a uniform 60-degree
triangular mesh using a seven-point difference formula at the points of
intersection of the triangular mesh lines, where the smallest homogeneous
diffusion region has the form of a triangle *). The obtained linear system
of finite difference equations is solved by means of the AGA two-sweep
iterative method proposed recently by the author for multidimensional cri-
tical reactor calculations 11, 4/. The application of the AGA method, which
belongs to the family of factorization methods, leads to increasing the
rate of convergence for inner spatial flux interations. In order to accel-
erate the rate of inner convergence in HEXAGA-II even further, two inde-
pendent techniques based on a successive overrelaxation process are applied:
the AGA Single and Double SOR methods 11, 4/. It turned out that the latter
method is especially effective for solving large reactor problems with a
fine mesh and when the method is not specified by the user the programme
uses the AGA Double SOR methode
*) It should be mentioned that the new version of the programme called
HEXAGA-II-Q is under development in which the seven-point formula
couples the points of the mesb coinciding with the centers of seven
uniform hexagons. Thus, the smallest homogeneou. diffusion region has
the form of a hexagon representing an individual fuel element or
hexagonal fuel assembly.
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The solution of multi-group neutron diffusion equations called the
outer iterations is carried out by the power method accelerated by means
of usual relaxation. The strategy of inner-outer iterations rea1ized in
HEXAGA-II consistsof a fixed number of inner iterations for all neutron
groups in a given outer iteration and for the majority of problems a few
/2 or 3/ inner iterations per outer iteration provides the minimum CPU
time and costs. It shou1d be mentioned that another technique for the acce1-
eration of outer iterations in HEXAGA-II is presently under deve1opment.
A four-energy groupprob1em with about 20000 mesh points representing a
model of the SNR 300 reactor as a typica1 fast reactor requires about 6
minutes of CPU time and 1000 k core storage on the IBM-370/168 computer
with the fol1owing convergence criteria: t k < 10-
6 and t~ ~ 10-5•
eff
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II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
1. The Multi-Group Neutron Diffusion Equation
HEXAGA-II provides an approximation to the solution of the following
multi-group, time independent, neutron diffusion equations










for g - 1,2, ••• , G


















macroscopic total removal cross section
macroscopic fission production cross section
- macroscopic scattering cross section from group g' to group g
- value of fission spectrum
- effective rnultiplication factor
These equations are supplemented by group-dependent logarithmic boundary









where Cl is a non-negative constant and the derivative 1S taken normal
g
to the boundary outward to the reactor.
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The adjoint solution required for supplementary perturbation calculations
is made in HEXAGA-II with a little extra effort devoted to the algorithm
for the real solution. In fact, it is only necessary to transpose the
scattering matrix and invert the order in which the group equations are
solved, interchanging the roles of the fission spectrum fractions, ~ ,
g
and the fission production cross section terms vrF, in each equation.
g
As the real system is defined by Eqs. (1 and la) the corresponding adjoint
system can be written in the following form
-VD (x)V~*(x) + rT(x)~*(x) - S*(x)g-, g- g- g- g-
( 1*)
1 G F
S*(x) - -k--- I vr (x) ~ ,~ ,(x)
g - eff g'=1 g - g g
for g • G, G-I, ••••• , 1
where ~* is adjoint neutron flux.
g
2. The Geometrical Representation
Sr ,(xH*, (x) (1*a)g-+g - g -
The solution is approximated over a parallelograrn area that is composed
.of uniform triangular elementary subregions. The uniform grid of mesh
lines is imposed upon this parallelogram area (see Fig. I). The constant
distance between mesh lines is chosen such that the boundaries of the
area and the interfaces determining subregions (containing elementary tri-
angles with the same material compositions) coincide exactly with the
mesh lines. Both axes x and v in the assumed oblique coordinate system
coincide with the boundary lines of the parallelogram area of the solution.
The discrete solution of Eq. (I) (and/or Eq. (1*» consists of the effective
multiplication factor and of values approximating (real and/or adjoint)
neutron flux and fission sources at the points of intersections of the mesh







To obtain a solution, Eg. (I) is approximated by seven-point difference
eguations at mesh points. Consider the mesh point (m,n) at the inter-
section of two mesh lines m and n, as illustrated in Fig. I. It is assumed
that the smallest homogeneous diffusion region has the form of a triangle
representing one material composition. Therefore, the following difference
expression for a given group, g, is used at the corner point between six








e ... -n a
1
m 1 (DS + D6)
I: _
n a






m 1 (D I + DZ)
w .. -n a
6hZ
rf, G
[<~ vtr)gO (~:)gJm {--L lc .. -- +n a keff g'-I ~=I
G
[<L t:'~g.i)gO (~:)gJ}+ lg'-I
g'fg
a - D2 + D3
h - is spacing of the uniform triangular mesh.
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Eq. (3) is normalized such that the coefficient with ~::~ equals unity.
Sirnilar difference equations are used at the mesh points lying ~n the
external boundaries; the term 213 h arn is added to km, where arn is defined
a n n n
by Eq. (2), whereas the other coefficients of the difference equations
(Eq. (3» are calculated with appropriate rnodifications.
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111. THE METHOD OF SOLUTION
A new approach to the numerical solution of the multidimensional neutron
diffusion equation has recently been proposed by the author /1,4/. The method
of solution used in HEXAGA-II is an application of this so-called AGA two-
sweep iterative methode
Accepting the conventional scheme of fission source iterations one must
repeatedly solve the inhomogeneous two-dimensional difference equations
for G groups
A ~ • c ,g ~g g g = 1,2, ••. G (4)
where A is a non-singular matrix sxs and s is equal to the total number
g
of mesh points, that is, s • MxN. In this matrix notation, the matrix A
g
contains the difference coefficients of Eq. (3), the components of the
vector c are the coefficients, cm, of Eq. (3) and 4> is the solution
g n' g
vector 1n a given group, g. Thus, the discrete solution of Eq. (I) consists
of aseries of outer iterations, each of them running over all energy
groups. The fission sources are recalculated before each outer iteration,
and the scattering sources before each group calculation. In each energy
group, the inner iterations to solve Eq. (4) can be repeated I times. In
HEXAGA-II the value of I, specified in the input, is fixed for all energy
groups in a given outer iteration.
To solve Eq. (4), the AGA two-sweep iterative method is employed with
the application of either the Single SOR or Double SOR process /1,4/. It
will be described in the next sections of this Chapter.
I. A General Iteration Scheme
The non-singular sxs matrix A of Eq. (4) can be expressed in the following
g
form (suppressing index g)
A = M - N (5)
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where M and N are also sxs matrices. If M is non-singular, we say that
this expression represents a splitting of A, and associated with this
splitting is an iterative method
M<I>(j+l) = N<I>(j) + c, j > 0 (6)
(7)
where j denotes the iteration index and a guess is made of the inita1
vector ~(O). The above equations represent the general scheme of the
iterative method and M-1N is the iteration matrix associated with this
method.
Particu1ar iterative methods differ in the choice of the matrices M and N.
For a given iterative method, ~(j+l) tends to <I> (the exact solution of
Eq. (4» with j ~oo for all <1>(0) if, and on1y if, the spectra1 radius
p(M-1N) of the iteration matrix M-1N is 1ess than unity /2/. Moreover, the
sma11er the spectra1 radius of the iteration matrix, the netter is the con-
vergence asymptotical1y of a given iterative method.





K = (k.. ) • diag {A } > 0,1,J g
L .. (1. .) > 0
1,]









a .. for i • j= 1,J
o for i + j
r·· for i > j= 0 1,] for i < j
·f:a..
for i > j-




Thus, K, Land U are diagonal, strict1y lower triangular and strict1y
upper triangular matrices, respective1y.
Referring to Eq. (3) we have thefo11owing interpretation of the matrix
A: The coefficients km are the entries of the positive main diagonal of
n
K; e:, 1: and g: are respective1y the entries of the three non-negative
, m m d , '1 h ' fhdlagona1s of L; and u ,w an unlts are respectlve y t e entrles 0 t e
n n
three non-negative diagonals of U. For the above interpretation of the
matrix A it was assumed that the numbering of mesh points in the mesh grid
shown in Fig. 1 increases successive1y a10ng every mesh 1ine in the axial
direction x, and successive1y from a given mesh 1ine to the next one in the
axial direct:ion of v. Since A is an irreducib1y diagona11y dominant natrix
satisfyinr; the definition (8), A- 1 > 0 /2/.
With the above definition of A the c1assica1 iterative methods are repre-
sented by the fo11owing splittings.
a) The point Jacobi method
A • MJ - NJ , MJ • K and NJ • L + U
j3 • K-I (L+U) > 0
b) The point Gauss-Seide1 method
(9)
M • K - Land N = UG G
(10)
where ß and J; 1 are iteration matrices, respective1y, in these methods.
2. The AGA Two-Sweep Iterative Method
The non-singular sxs matrix A of Eq. (4) can be expressed as fo11ows:
A = K - P - (L+H) - (U+Q) + P + H + Q (11 )
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on the assumption that P, Hand Q are diagonal, strictly lower triangular
and strictly upper triangular non-negative sxs matrices, respectively.
We assurne that the diagonal rnatrices K -(k .. ) and P • (p .. ) satisfy the1,J 1,J
following condition
K > P > 0
where k .. > p.. > 0 for all 1 < i < s, so that
1,] 1,J
D - K - P > 0
(12)
(13 )
is a non-singular non-negative matrix and Eq. (11) can be written equivalently
as
A = D - (L+H) - (U+Q) + P + H + n
We apply the following identity
(14 )
D - (L+ij) - (U+Q) - [} - (L+H)D-JD[J: - D-1(U+QU - (L+H)D-I(U+Q) (15)
with the following required relation
(L+H)D-1(U+Q) '"' P + H + Q + T
where P is the ma1n diagonal of (L+lI)D-I(U+Q), that lS
P - diag {(L+H)D-1(U+Q)}
(16)
(17 )
and H + Q + T has zero entries on the main diagonal and its off-main
diagonal entries are those of (L+H)D-1(U+Q).
- 13 -




The iterative method associated with this splitting can be written as
follows
and
~(j + I) D- 1(U+Q~-ID-I G-
D- 1(U+Q~-ID-I G -11-1(L+H)D Je, j > 0 (20)
is the iteration matrix for this method.
(21)
This method can easily be implemented by applying the two-sweep procedure
(for any initial vector ~(O» which eliminates the calculation procedure
for the inversion of triangular matrices. Let us multiply (20) on the
left by IJ:-D-I (U+QU arid shift D-I (U+Q)CP on the right hand-side; we obtain
Denoting
and again multiplying this expression on the left by G-(L+H)D-~
we finally have
- 14 -
(j+l) = (L+H)D-1ß(j+l) + T~(j) + c,
ß
~ (j +I) = D-I GU+QH (j +I) + ß (j +1~, j > 0
(22)
Since (L+H)D- 1 and D-1(U+Q) are lower and upper strictly triangular matrices,
, , f (j +1) b lid '1respect1vely, succeSS1ve components 0 ß can e ca cu ate recurS1ve y
for increasing indices in the forward elimination sweep and successive
(j+I) 'd ., d'components of ~ can be calculated recurs1vely for ecreas1ng 1n 1ces
in the backward substitution sweep.
This method is called the AGA two-sweep iterative method and the matrix dC I'
defined in Eq. (2t), the AGA matrix associated with the matrix A of Eq. (4).
The AGA method represented by Eqs. (22) is a general form of the two-
sweep iterative methods. Special versions of the AGA method differ in the
choice of the matrices Hand Q, where D, P and T are the resultant
matrices.
Finally, it should be mentioned that when A is an irreducibly diagonally
dominant matrix satisfying Def. (8), the following inequality (proved in
Reference 1 and 4) is valid
o < p (db I) < p (rl
l
) < 1
Moreover, Beauwens /5/ proved that in this case matrix D has always
positive diagonal entries.
(23)
The application of the successive overrelaxation process in the AGA method
and a certain choice of the relaxation factor reduces the spectral radius
of the iteration matrix, which in many cases results in a considerable
acceleration of convergence. A process of this kind can be applied to one
or both sweeps simultaneously. Both cases are described in the next sections.
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3. The AGA Single Successive Overrelaxation Two-Sweep Iterative
Method (the AGA Single SOR MethoiL
Using the overrelaxation process to the backward substitution sweep,
we directly obtain from the two-sweep Equations (22).
(24 )
(w-I )cp (j ), j > 0
and by analogy to Eq. (20)
f . . . 1 (0)or any 1n1t1a vector ~ •
For brevity~ sake we shall call this method the AGA~~A~e SOR method and
the matrix,
I, -I :1-1 -lI, -11-1
cftw"l!-WD (U+Q~ {wD l!-(L+H)DJ T-(w-I)I}, (26)
the AGA single SOR matrix. Assuming w -1 we see that this method reduces
exactly to the AGA method expressed by Eq. (20) and dtw.1 .. ~.
The question now arises whether there exists any value of the relaxation
factor, w, which minimizes the spectral radius p(dt ). It has been proved
w
/1,4/ that w=1 minimizes p(dt) for the range 0 < w < I. This suggests
w -
that the use of w greater than unity would decrease the spectral radius
p(~ ). Unfortunately, there is no exact formula for an optimum valuew
of w which gives the minimum of p(dt ) in the general case. However,
w
it has been observed experimentally that there i8 an optimum value,
w, greater than unity, and the following inequality is fulfilled:
- 16 -
1 < IJ) < IJ) < 2
max
where IJ) is the value of IJ) for which the spectral radius of~
~x IJ)maxequals unity.
(27)
It was observed in ~ny numerical examples that in the case of a tri-
angular geometry, IJ) % 1.33.
~x
4. The AGA Double Successive Overrelaxation Two-Sweep Iterative Method
(the AGA Double SOR Method)
We can use the o~errelaxation process simultaneously to both sweep
equations of AGA method Eqs. (22), that is
ß(j +1 ) = n
ß
[5L+H)D- 1ß(j+l) + T~ (j) + ~ - (n -I) ß(j)ß
(28)
~ (j +1 ) = n~D-I [5U+QH (j +1) + ß(j+I~ (n~ -I H (j) , J > 0-
for any initial vectors ~(O) and ß(O).
The above equations can be condensed to the following iteration scheme
(29)
where the iteration matricesJtn n and ~ n' and the vector m have the
following form ß ~ ß ~
J(;nßn~ = ~ - n~D-l(u+Q~-I{D-IG - nß(L+H)D-~-IGßn~T
- (nß-I)D[} - n~D-I(u+QUJ - (n~-I)I} (30)
~ßn<p • (nß-l)(n~-l)~ - n<l>D-l(u+Q~-ID-1G - nß(L+H)D-~-1 (31)
m = nßn~ ~ - n~D-l(u+Q~-ID-IG - nß(I+H)D-~-lc (32)
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For brevity's sake we shall call this method the AGA double SOR methode
With 0ß • 1, this method reduces to the AGA single SOR method; and
In reactor calculations it was observed that this method, with the proper
choice of relaxation parameters Qß and Q~, converges faster than the
AGA single SOR method and is more effective for large reactor problems
with a fine mesh. The best results are obtained when the following
relation holds:
where w is the optimum relaxation factor in the AGA single SOR methode
It should be mentioned that a special subroutine for estimating apriori
the optimum n is included in HEXAGA-II. This estimate of n is based on
an empirical formula giving a good approximation of the optimum Q for the
problems considered up to now (see Section 7 of this Chapter).
5. Derivation of Recursive Formulae Used in HEXAGA-II
"In this secti.on the derivation of the recursive formulae for the version
of the AGA two-sweep iterative method taken in HEXAGA-II is shown.
We postulate the following formula for the backward substitution sweep at
the mesh point (m,n) (see Fig. 1)
(34 )




ßm- 1 + <I>m + Um- 1~m + \fl-l <I>m- 1









(km __n_) ~m m + __n_ (ern n Um-I) m• c ßn- 1




+ (gn + rn-I Wn-I)
D
n-I
. .. 1 m m-l . h h .Aga1n wr1t1ng the formu ae for ~ I and ~ ,that 15, at t e mes p01nts
n- n
(m,n-I) and (m-l,n) (according to Eq. (34) and substituting them in the
last equation and introducing an iteration index, j, we fina11y obtain
the fo11owing recursive formu1ae
(35)
(ßm)(j+I)+(~m+l)(j+l)+um(~m+I)(j+I)+wrn(~m)(j+l)





The above recursive formu1ae represent the version of the AGA two-sweep
iterative method, defined by the two-5weep equations (22), which is taken
in HEXAGA-II. Thus, for a given iteration j+1 and an energy group g the
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va1ues of ß are ca1cu1ated recursive1y in the forward elimination sweep
for successive1y increasing mesh indices m and n (m=l, n-I,2, ••• N;
m-2, n-I,2, ••• N, etc.) using the va1ues of ~ from iteration j. With
ca1cu1ated va1ues of ß existing in all mesh points, the va1ues of ~ are
ca1cu1ated recursive1y in the backward substitution sweep for successive1y
decreasing mesh indices m and n (m-M, n=N, N-I, .•• I; m=M-I, n=N,N-I, ••. I,etc.).
The va1ues of coefficients L, E, G, U and Ware ca1cu1ated (also recur-
sive1y for successive1y increasing mesh indices m and n) on1y once for
all mesh points and all energy groups and stored for the who1e iteration
process.
Simi1ar recursive formu1ae can be derived in the same way for the mesh
points be10nging to outer boundaries. However, in this case some terms
of Eqs. (35) must disappear according to a given outer boundary.
By re1ating Eq. (35) to the matrix notation of the AGA two-sweep iterative
method defined by Eqs. (22) we can give the fo110wing interpretation of
difference coefficients of Eqs. (35) under the assumption that the indices
of the components of both vectors B and ~, i, are re1ated to the mesh in-
dices m and n by the fo110wing formu1a: i • (m-I)N + n (where N is the number
of mesh points in x-direction, see Fig. I). Thus, coefficients Lm um-lI
, n n-
and Lmwm- I
I are the respective entries of two non-negative subdiagonals
. n n-
of the matrix H coinciding with the non-negative subdiagonals of the
matrix L. Coefficients Ern and Gm are the respective entries of two
n n
non-negative superdiagonals of the matrix Q coinciding with the non-
negative superdiagonals of the matrix U. Dm are the entries of the diagonal
n
matrix D, and terms Lm + E~ I + G~m-I are the entries of the diagonal
n n n- n n I
matrix P. Coefficients Ernum I and G~m- are the respective entries ofn n- n n
two diagonals of the matrix T 10cated symmetrica11y with respect to the
main diagonal. The pictures of matrices A, H, Q and T (where non-zero
entries are marked bycrosses) areshown for the examp1e in which M=N=5
for three versions of HEXAGA-II-120, -60 and -30. B1ack and numbered mesh
points in the pictures of the point mesh denote these mesh points which
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For the AGA single SOR and the AGA double SOR method, the corresponding
recursive formulae have the following forms:
For the AGA single SOR method:
(36)
(~:)(j+l) = ~m [5e:)(j+l) + (~::~)(j+l) + u:(~:+I)(j+l) +
n
J > ()
For the AGA double SOR method:
(.:)(j+I) • ~ [<B:)(j+I) + (.:::)(j+I) + u:<o:+I)O+I) +
n
(37)
(Q _I)(~m)(j) J' > 0
~ 'l'n '
Finally, it should be mentioned that these methods require more arithmetic
operations per mesh point compared with the point SOR method. In the case
of HEXAGA-II, the AGA single SOR method needs 10 multiplications and
8 additions per mesh point; the AGA double SOR method needs 12 multipli-
cations and 10 additions per mesh point whereas, in the point SOR method,
these numbers are 8 and 7, respectively.
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6. The Iteration Process
A special strategy of outer-inner iterations is used in HEXAGA-II, in which
a number of inner iterations, I, given as an input value (1~I~8), are fixed
for all energy groups, G, in a given outer iteration. The scattering
sources are recalculated after each group calculation, that is, after
m
I inner iterations each. The fission sources Sn and k
eff
are recalculated





and in recent ver.sions of HEXAGA-II the conver~ence rate of sources is accel-




where W 1S a relaxation factor specified in the input (it is recommendeds
. to use W = 1.5 for all cases) and the intepration of sources is approxi-s ~
mated by the trapezoidal methode For the next outer iteration, new sources
are renormalized, as follows
(40)
To start the iteration process, a zero initial guess is made for vectors
8(0) and ~(O) (all components of both vectors 8(0) and ~(O) are set equal to
. ) l' f'" 1 S (0)zero 1n all energy groups . For the ca culat10n 0 1n1t1a sources
a flat flux ~, which is the same in all energy groups, is taken for the whole
core region. It has been observed that such initial guesses for both
vectors ~(O), 8(0) and s(O) minimize the number of outer iterations in
most reactor problems.
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The outer iteration index. j. coincides with the inner iteration index.
I 'I
I. pnly for I-I. For I> 1. the inner iterations for spatial flux performed
by the two-sweep equations (either Eqs. (36) or Eqs. (37) are repeated I
tirqes for every energy group. g (g.I •••• G). Thus. for any convergent iter-
ation process up to the outer iteration j the total number of inner
o
iterations is equal .to jo·I'G. It has been observed in all problems
considered up to now that using a few inner iterations per outer iteration
(1<1<3) provides the minimum time of a central ~rocessor ~nit (CPU). and
very often the best results are obtained for 2 or 3 inner iterations per
outer iteration. In principle, the optimal number of inner iterations per
outer iteration is determined by programme for a given problem, however, it
can be also specified by user in the input (see explanation given in
Chapter IV).
The iterative process continues until the following convergence criteria
are fulfilled:
- Either the maximum number of outer iterations has been reached
- or the following inequalities are satisfied:
k (j + 1) - k (j)
eff eff











mesh points, where values of j , I, E
k
and E~
max (j +T). '!'






7. The Estimate of Iteration Process Parameters
A special subroutine for estimating optimum relaxation factors, n
ß
and n~,
and the number of inner iterations per outer iteration, I, before starting
the iteration process is applied in HEXAGA-II. This estimate, which provides
a good approximation of optimum relaxation factors, is based on an ~mpirical
formula derived from the analysis of numerical results obtained up to now.
Since the AGA Single SOR method tumed out to be less effective than the
AGA Double SOR method, the latter is applied and the following relations




1.223295 - I. 126367p (~)
= Q<jl = ---:-,-.0=-::8~0~9-:::-25~--p--(cA~)-=..;:.~ (44)
HEXAGA-II-60
-n = n = n =
ß c/J
HEXAGA-II-30
1.20973' - I. 132879p(~)
I. 064632 - p(~) (45)
where
- 1.230149 - I. 110274p (eR)
Q .. n = Q = --~..,...."..~~.:...-_..,..;..,,~.:.:::;....;~
ß <P I. I 00 I 32 - p (eR )
p (eR) = max P (cf/. w=l)
l~g::G g,
(46)
The values of I are determined by means of the following inequalities. In
the case of HEXAGA-II-120 and -30
I = for p «(/l) < 0.80
2 for 0.80 < P (cJl) < 0.95-
3 for 0.95 < p (cJI) < 0.99
4 for 0.99 < p (cA) ,
and for HEXAGA-II-60
I = for p (eR) < 0.80
2 for 0.80 < p (eR) < 0.90-
3 for 0.90 < p (eR) < 0.97-
4 for 0.97 < p (eR) < 0.985-
5 for 0.985 < p (c.R) :: 0.992
6 for 0.992 < p (cA).
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The time of the estimate of Q by the programme amounts to a few per cent of
the total time of calculations for a given reactor problem. It should be
mentioned that there exist a possibility of using thevalues of Oe and O~
(not necessary 0ß = 0<jl) and I specified by user in the input with omitting
the estimation of these parameters by the programme (see, explanations
given in Chapters IV and VI.4).
Finally, it should be noted that the exact estimate of optimum re-
laxation factors is a very important problem and difficult to solve
both in HEXAGA-II and in other diffusion programmes. Unfortunately,
there are no theoretical considerations which would allow to predict
these factors apriori for the AGA method. However, the above empirical
formulae provide a good approximation of optimum relaxation factors for
-
the majority of reactor problems. The values of n evaluated by Eq. (45)
are very close to the optimum value of n for large reactor problemsopt
with 20000 - 40000 mesh points. For smaller problems these values of
-o can sometimes be slightly underestimated which, in the effect, results
in an increase in CPU time by about 10 to 20 percent. However, even with
such underestimate of 0opt' CPU time is many times less than it would be
if improper values of n had been used.Moreover, for the overestimated
values of n t non-convergence can be obtained in HEXAGA-II.op ,
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IV. INPUT DESCRIPTION
The HEXAGA-II input data prepared mainly in the form of a card deck and the
same for all versions of programme (-120, -60 and -30) consist of aseries
of input variables describing, for a given reactor problem, successively
its size, the distribution of material compositions in the mesh, material
composition group constants and parameters determining the iteration process.
HEXAGA-II also offers the possibility of transmission of cross sections
extracted from an SIGMN Block /6/ stored on an external file; this feature
is due to G. Buckel of INR (Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center).
Though HEXAGA-II is a code for a triangular geometry, the description of the
material distribution inside the mesh is given in the input basically as for
a hexagonal geometry. That is, six adjacent triangles are grouped in one
hexagon. The layout of the reactor must be enclosed by a parallelogram. The
left upper corner of this parallelogram is taken as the origin of an
oblique coordinate system x - v (see Fig. 1). Nowa mesh of regular
hexagons is superimposed upon this parallelogram. The boundaries of the
parallelogram cut some hexagons in pieces. These cut hexagons are also
referred to as hexagons in the following text. As illustrated in Figs. 2, 3
and 4, there are three possibilities for choosing the location of hexagons
. relative to the origin of the coordinate system. These three arrangements
of the hexagonal mesh will be called the 1st, 2nd and 3rd spatial models,
corresponding to Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
In this hexagonal description of the triangular mesh we specify, line by
line, from top to bottom, only the indices x and v of hexagon centers coin-
ciding with mesh points of these lines. If there are ununiform hexagons,
that is, hexagons containing more than one ~aterial composition, one has to
create a new composition number for this type of material arrangement and to
indicate this number in the input together with a specification of the
material compositions corresponding to the six triangles.
Ta simplify the preparation of HEXAGA-II input data an auxiliary
programme INPREP is available. It prints the arrangement of hexagons in
the parallelogram mesh for any example considered and furnishes information
- 31 -
Fig.2 1- st Spatial Model
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about computer storage requirements. The use of this programme is described
in Appendix.
It should be mentioned that there is the possibility with HEXAGA-II to
calculate a sequence of reactor problems with optional forms of output
and storage of results.
The two sampIe problems presented in this report provide a good illustration
of the possibilities of HEXAGA-II input data.
In the table below, formats and the meaning of input variables tor,ether
with comments on "their use are described 1n the sequence in which they occur







I/ (lOA8) Title card (80 alphanumerical characters are per-
mitted)






Spatial model number, 1 ~ NOM ~ 3,
depending on the loeation of hexagons
at the origin of the coordinate oblique
system x - V; the value of NOM
corresponds to one of the spatial
model numbers represented in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
Nurnber of rnesh lines parallel to
the axes x.
Number of mesh lines parallel to
the axes v.
Note: In the ease of using HEXAGA-II-60
or -30, M = N
Number of energy groups,
2 < NOG < 40.
Maximum number of energy groups
throughout which neutrons are
downscattered, 1 < MDS < NOG - I.
Number of thermal groups,
1 < NOTHG < NOG - I.
NOC Number of different material compo-
sitions, NOC ~ 999.
NOFC Number of different fissionable
material compositions, NOFC ~ NOC
(if macroscopic eross seetions are











number, 0 < NBASIC < NOC. Depen-
dent on the value of NBASIC, there
are two possibilities for the
description of the distribution
of material compositions in the
mesh (see explanations on card 3).
Number of different kinds of uniform
hexagons, NOUH < NOC
Number of all kinds of (uniform and
non-uniform) hexagons, NOH > NOUH.
Note: In a uniform hexagon, all
triangles have the same
material composition; in a
non-uniform hexagon, triangles
may have different material
compositions. Hexagons cut by
the outer boundaries are counted
as full hexagons and their tri-
angles lying outside outer boundary
can be specified by an arbitrary
material composition.
Left boundary condition indicator.
Top boundary condition indicator.
Right boundary condition indicator.
Bottom boundary condition indicator.
These indicators may have one of the
following values:
o - corresponds to zero flux
- corresponds to zero current
2 - corresponds to a logarithmic
derivative boundary condition




Eq. (la) is taken to be
eonstant along the eorresponding
outer boundary.
3 - eorresponds to a logarithmie
derivative boundary eondition,
but the parameter a is given
pointwise for the eorresponding
outer boundary.
Note: Parameters a, if any, are
speeified groupwise after
the speeifieation of group
eonstants.
In the ease of using HEXAGA-II-60 or
-30, NLC ~ NTC = 1 and NRC • NBC.
NAD 0 < NAD < 2
o - real flux ealeulation only
1 - both real and adjoint flux
ealeulations
2 - adjoint flux ealeulation only.
H Mesh width given in eentimeters.
The data speeifying the loeation of material
eompositions in the hexagonal deseription of
the mesh must be provided aeeording to the
value of NBASIC; if NBASIC • 0, eontinue with
eard set number 3/1'/.
If 1 ~ NBASIC ~ NOC, all hexagons must be uniform,
NOH - NOUH • NOC.
Material eomposition NBASIC is assumed in all
loeations of the mesh that are not speeified
otherwise in the eard subset below.
For j = I, NOC - 1 the whole sequenee from
3/1/1/ to 3/1/3/ must be indieated as follows
3/1/1/ (214 ) NSP Material eomposition number
1 ~ NSP ~ NOC and NSP +NBASIC






Number of mesh lines parallel
to the x-axes which pass through
centers of hexagons containing
material composition NSP. For i • I,
••• NL 3/1/2/ and 3/1/3/ must be
indicated.
Index number of one of these NL
mesh lines.
Number of points on this mesh
line LNR coinciding with the
centers of hexagons containing
composition NSP.
3/1/3/ (2014) NCR(NP) Array of the point indices
(on the mesh line LNR) coin-







After completion of the material distribution,
the input continues with card set 4.
If NBASIC = 0, all hexagons in the mesh are
specified by their centers linewise from top
to bot tom. The input of each mesh line 1S
treated as one card set. NOUH < NOC.
If NOH = NOUH, the hexagon composition numbers
correspond to the material composition numbers NSP.
If NOH > NOUH, new hexagon composition numbers
NH (NH > NOC) have to be created for each type
of non-uniform hexagon and each of them must be
specified additionally in card set 3/1'/1/.
If"NOH > NOUH, the material composition numbers
of S1X triangles (corresponding to the order of
triangles shown in Fig. I) for each non-uniform
hexagon must be given followed by the newly
4/
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created hexagonal type of composition number
NH, NH - NOUH + I, NOUH + 2, ••• NOH.
Group constant specifications must be provided
for each material composition. Two possibilities
are allowed:
a) Input as a card deck or from an external
file stored in the card image format. Mixing
of these two input forms is allowed.
b) Transmission of group constants from a
SIGMN block /6/, stored on an external file.
In this case, bucklings must be given
according to 4/2'/-4/4'/.
4/1/ (214) INCS Indicator for reading in
group constants
- 1 - group constants given as a
card deck.
< 0 - group constants given on an
external file in card image
format with data set reference
number IINCsl and IINCsl > I.
- 0 - group constants must be trans-
formed from SIGMN block.
4/2/ (6EI3.6)
NSP - material composition number,
1 ~ NSP ~ NOC, if INCS +0
- da ta reference number of
SIGMN block, if INCS ~ o.
If INCS = 0, turn to card sets 4/2'/ ••• 4/4'/.
DIF(NOG) Array of diffusion coefficients
D for all energy groups.
g
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4/3/ SIGT (NOG) Array of macroscop1C total












L ,-macroscop1C scatter1ng crossg-+g
section from group g to g'.
B - transverse buckling
4/4/ If a given value of NSP corresponds to a
fissionable m~terial composition, that is,
NSP ~ NOFC, two arrays for VL F and ~ must
be specified. It should be noticed that all
fissionable material compositions must be de-
noted by the numbers from 1 to NOFC. For
NSP > NOFC, both arrays are omitted in the input.
However, if a given material composition is in
reality unfissionable but was declared a fission-
zero values of VL F and values
g
rnust be specified for all
able composition,
G
of ~ with l~ = 1
1 g
energy groups in the input.
4/4/1/ NUS IGF (NOG) Array of macroscopic production
fission cross sections VL F for
g
all energy groups.
4/4/2/ CHI(NOG) Array of fission source fractions
~ for all energy groups.
g
4/5/ SIGDS(NOG-I,MDS) Array of macroscopic down-
scattering cross sections
Lds whose values for MDS > 1g-+g'









L 1+2' L 1+3' . . . . . L1+MDS + 1
"-
ds ds ds
L2+ 3 , L2-+4 '




1f there is more than one thermal group, NOTHG> I,
we must provide the following triangular array:
SIGUS(NOTHG-I, NOTHG-I) Array of macroscopic
upscattering cross sections
LUS whose values in a generalg'+g
case are specified as follows:
us us us










where I ~ NOG - NOTHG + 1
us
LNOG+1+1
Note: The above sequence of data beginning from
4/1/ must be repeated NOC times, that is,
for each material composition. However, if
11NCsI > I, the data from 4/2/ to 4/6/ are
ornitted for this composition in the card
deck, because they are stored on an external





.. I - uniform buckling
.. 2 - material dependent buckling
.. 3 - group dependent buckling
.. 4 - group and material dependent
buckling.
4/3' / (14) MX .. 1 for 1BUCK ..
4/4'/ (6EI3 •.6) B2 (MX)
.. NOC for 1BUCK .. 2 or 1BUCK = 4
= NOG for 1BUCK .. 3.
2Values of B .
5/
Note: 1f 1BUCK = 4, card 4/3'/ and 4/4'/ must
be repeated NOG times.
1f at least one of the values of NLC, NTC, NRC
and NBC is ~ 2, we specify the parameters a of
Eq. (1 a) as follows:










If NLC = 3,
ALFAL(M)
If NTC .. 2,
PART
If NTC = 3,
ALFAT(N)
Parameter a constant along the
left outer boundary.
Array of parameters a for all
mesh points along the left outer
boundary.
Parameter a constant along the
top outer boundary.
Array of parameters a for all
mesh .points along the top outer
boundary.
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IF NRC • 3,
ALFAR(M)
If NBC • 2,
PARB
If NBC • 3,
ALFAB(N)
Parameter a constant a10ng the
right outer boundary.
Array of parameters a for all
mesh points a10ng the right outer
boundary.
Parameter a constant a10ng the
bottom outer boundary.
Array of parameters a for all
mesh points a10ng the bottom outer
boundary.
Note: This sequence of data beginning from 5/1/,
if it exists, must be repeated successive1y
for all energy groups.





• 0 - f1uxes and sources are not
stored on an externa1 file.
= 1 - first f1uxes and next sources
are stored on the externa1
file with da ta set reference
number 21.
a 2 - on1y f1uxes are stored on
the externa1 file with data
set reference number 21.
Maximum number of outer iterations,
Maximum number of inner iterations,
1 < MAXI < 8.-
Minimum number of inner iterations,
< MINI < 8.-
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Note: If MAXI = MINI = 1 the
va lues of MAXI and MINI are
recalculated by the programme
with the assumption that
MAXI = MINI. If MAXI = and





with the values of MAXI =
MINI = I. If MAXI = MINI> I,
the number of inner iterations
equal to MAXI is performed
in all outer iterations.
For MAXI> MINI, the following
strategy is used: In the
first ~~XI - MINI outer itera-
tions the number of inner ite-
rations (fixed for all energy
groups) 1S decreased by one
from outer to outer iteration
starting with MAXI. This is
continued until the number of
inner iterations reaches the
value of MINI; then this
number of inner iterations is





given below for NOMEGA).
Relaxation factor n~ (see explanations
given below for NOMEGA).
Point convergence criterion for
neutron flux (see Eq. (43».
Convergence criterion for k eff
(see Eq. (42».
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NOMEGA • 0 - va1ues of n
ß
and n~
specified in the input are
used in the iteration process.
= 2 - va1ues of nß and n~ are
ca1cu1ated by programme for
the iteration process inde-
pendent of their va1ues
specified in the input.
NeON
OMS
• 0 - f1uxes and sources are
printed without starting
a new problem.
= 1 - f1uxes and sources are
printed and then reading
of a new problem is started.
= 2 - printing of f1uxes and sources
is omitted in the output, but
a new problem is started.
Relaxation factor w for the acce1era-s
tion of the convergence rate of sourees,
1 < W < 2. It is recommended to use
- s
w • 1.5 for all cases.s
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V. OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
The output of HEXAGA-II (for a printer with 132 characters per line) begins
with the title information and the list of parameters describing a g1ven
reactor problem. Next, the picture of the reactor in the form of a parallelo-
gram area is printed. The corners of hexagons are marked by stars and numbers
printed inside each hexagon describe the type of material composition.
Each type of material composition is specified for each type of hexagon
behind the picture of the reactor. A table of group constants for all
material compositions is included. If logarithmic boundary conditions are
used, the values pf the parameters a for all mesh points in each energy
group are printed.
If optimum relaxation factars are estimated by the programme, the
following information is printed: The preliminary estimate of the
energy group in which the spectral radius reaches a maximum, the
calculation of this spectral radius perforrned by the power method,
and the values of n
ß
(OMEGAB) and n~ (OMEGAF) evaluated by means of
the empirical formula given in Chapter 111.
During the iteration process, the values of relaxation factars n
ß
and n~,
. the eigenvalue keff and its relative error, and the maximum relative error
of the neutron flux in inner iterations are printed for each outer iteration.
The printing of neutron fluxes and sources is the last optional output in-
formation.




I. Description of the HEXAGA-II Programme







wich are ca11ed by the main programme in the above sequence.
INPUT provides the description of problem to be solved and prints the
distribution of material compositions in the para11e10gram area represented
by a hexagonal mesh.
In MATREL, coefficients of Eq. (3 and 35) are ca1cu1ated, that is, the coef-
ficients of difference equations, coefficients used with the ca1cu1ation
of scattering and fission terms, and coefficients of recursive formu1ae
. used in the two-sweep equations (35).
REORD reorders all records on externa1 files in a sequence suitab1e for
the iteration processes executed in EIGEN, ITERAT and ADITER.
EIGEN provides the estimate of the relaxation parameter based on the
empirica1 formu1a (45) with the ca1cu1ation of the spectra1 radius p(Qt)
by means of the power methode
In ITERAT, the real system of difference equations is solved by means of
the AGA Double SOR two-sweep iteration methode
In ADITER, the adjoint system of difference equations is solved also by
means of the AGA Double SOR two-sweep iteration methode
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HEXAGA-II uses eight external files with dataset reference numbers 12, 13,
14, 15, 16,17,18 and 20 for ,real flux calculations and two auxiliary files
22 and 23 for adjoint flux calculations. In the case of storage of neutron
fluxes and fission sources and/or adjoint fluxes, file 21 is used.
The above files used ln ITERAT orADITER serve as stores of the following
data:
File 12 - coefficients used in the recurrence formulae of the AGA method
(Eqs. (35».
File 13 - coefficients used with the calculation of scattering terms and
fission sources (vector c in Eq. 8).
File 14 - components of ß (for former or current outer iteration).
File 15 - components of cf> (for former or current outer i tera tion) .
File 16 - components of ß (for current or former outer iteration).
File 17 - components of cf> (for current or former outer iteration) .
File 18 - fission sources (for former or current outer iteration) •
File 20 - fission sources (for current or former outer iteration) .
Files 14, 16, 15, 17 and 18, 20 are used in the flip-flop form. In the case
of adjoint calculations, the data stored on files 12 and 13 are reordered
and restored on files 22 and 23, respectively.
2. Memory Requirements
HEXAGA-II is a module of the INR programme library NUSYS at the computer
center of GfK, Karlsruhe. With a (mild) overlay structure, this module takes
60 K bytes of fast memory. Up to now it has been impossible to tranBlate the
source deck of HEXAGA-II with the FORTRAN IV H-Ext. Compiler (of the IBM/360-
system) into a correctly working load module. So the above value corresponds
to the version translated with the FORTRAN IV GI Compiler. Without overlay
the module occupies 90 K bytes of core region.
For any special case considered one has to take into account further storage
requirements for
(a) dynamic storage: 36 time the number of mesh points in bytes,
(b) buffers: 16 buffers for real flux calculations,
20 buffers for adjoint flux calculations
2 additional buffers, if fluxes and/or sources have to be stored.
The sizes of the buffers depend (for the IBM/360 and IBM/370
File 12 : 812
:=




systems, respectively) on the DCB subparameter BLKSIZE on the
DD-(Data-Definition) cards for each file /7/ (see also sampIe
problems) .
3. External File Space Requirements
For data storage aspace has to be reserved on particular external files.





File 14: SI4 = max {8xNOGx(MxN+I);
2xMDSx(2xNOG-MD8-I)x(MxN+2xM)}
File 15: 8 15 • max {8
xNOGx(MxN+I);
2xNOTHGx(NOTHG-I)x(MxN+2xM)}
File 16: SI6 a max {4 xNOGx(MxM+I);
2XMD8 x (2 xNOG-MD8-I)x(MxN+2xM);
2xNOTHGx(NOTHG-I)x(MxN+2xM)}
File 17 : 817 .= 816
File 18: 8 18
:= 4x (MxN+I)
File 20: S = 81820
File 21 : S21 := 4x (2 xNOG+I)x(MxN+I)
File 22 : 822
a 8
12
File 23: S23 := Sl3
The values of 8 are expressed in bytes and M, N, NOG, MD8 and NOTHG denote
the number of mesh points in the x direction, the number of mesh points in
the v direction (see Fig. I), the number of energy groups, the maximum
number of energy groups throughout which neutrons are downscattered and
the number of thermal groups, respectively.
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VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
HEXAGA-II is illustrated by two four-group sample problems, BI and B2,
both based on a fast reactor problem similar to the prototype breeder
reactor SNR-300.
Both sample problems represent the same physical configuration of the
reactor and have the same group constants; they differ only in the step-
size of the discretization mesh. The area of solution is restricted to
one third of the reactor with the following boundary conditions: on the
left and top bou~daries the current is equal to zero, and on the right
and bottom boundaries the logarithmic derivative boundary condition is
taken.
In the sample problem BI with the triangular mesh the step width equals
6.4665 cm, all hexagons are uniform and the total number of mesh points
arnounts to 324. In the sample problem B2 the rnesh step corresponds to
the mesh step of BI divided by the factor of 2. This twofold decrease of
the mesh step results in 1225 mesh points and the simultaneous appearance
of some nUmber of non-uniform hexagons in the mesh of B2.
Both sample problems are illustrated by job cards, external file specifi-
cations, input da ta sheets and the printout of the output.
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I. Sample Problem BI
Real and adjoint flux calculations with the full printout of results.
One inner iteration per outer iteration is assumed.
In the case of using IBM/370-168 computer the following data
were obtained:
CPU time: 42.4 sec
Total costs: 30.98 DM
DATEN KARTEN
Programm_HE)(AG~-[ _SAMPLIF_ PROBLEM _81_ Datum Nam~ Blatt-Nr. _
I , , . . I , , , , I , , . , I , , . , L~. . ~__ . I ~_, ~_J _~'- ,--------1
, , , I 'u' , . I , , . . _I _. '-~. ,_L._.~~ I I ,. , . , , , . . I
, , ,~~, . ~ , . L , ~, ,J__'_'_'-L~~~_I~~~~I~~~_~L~
DDI .v.N.'rF.S.Y.~D.A.J.SPACIF::r~2g~JLSi).l,D.C.B,=,C8.I..KjS.J,Z.E.::1?~94.)IR~Cj:l1:,VaSJI_u u I ~, '_~L J•
1/r;.•.IjT,43.Fa01, ,00 ,U,N,ITf~y,5.D,A,JS.P,AIC€,~(1,2,9,L,J,31),).D.C~~r,1,2~Oa1, , , , i ' , . , i , , , , I , , , ' I .. ,I ~
1/(;,. ,~~-1ftt=.ao.1, PA .u'lI(lli=.s.Y.s.D.A" ,S,PA,C(f,=, f1-29f!" ,2,l ).D~~ =. 11,. ,F,Tj4.2,~C!O..." , , , I , , ' , I , ' , , I , , .. I , , , ,I I
/l.G.·.!=IT~p,g .U.N.I.Ti:.5.y,~,qA,I.~PAc'F,=, (?,2,e,4",'}I), ).1)C13::~ .,~/j".2'7~~1, , , , I , , , . I I , I , I I , • I I , , , , I
1/,G,.,fi"1~4,',Fa()1. PA Iv.Nlrl=,s,Y,s.Q~ I.S.P4(e::=:(~9,",J.a),),D.c,B~~,·,~Ti~2.Foa1, J' , I . J J J I!, I I I I •• I I. J I • I
1/,G;·Flr,1~l~qq1, PPI .uNI n=',s'y'S,Q~ l~P~CG:~ (;2~~t1UJ-~c,a:,Il,~f!J:12,F,{),0!1, I , , I , , , , I , , , , I , , , , I, ., I
1/.G;·/iT ,1,1,F,go1, p~ .vA//,Tj::'JS,v.S,gA.),§P,fC.G;~(~2,94,)1).lDC81:.,tI,.,~7j1,2.!=.~"'1,., I"" I" "I"" I, ,., I
I.lG:·/jr2,OFQ()1 PD, ,VN,lli=,S,YSQA; ),s,P/iClEe.. (~29~ ,j ,1: 1, ,0,e81':,*, -,F,1i 12,F,OJ?J1, " 1"" I , ~ , I , , . , I, ,I
/IG ..
I/G·






4/ I I I I I I I , , I I I I I I I
I 15AHPl.~ P~~BLEH, Bi I 1 I I I 1 I I I , , , , , , , , I
2/ I I I I , , , f , , , , I , I , , I , I , , , ' I , . I , I I , I , , . , I , , , , I . , . , I , , , ' I . , , , I
" I 18 ,18 A. 3, 1, S I ,3, , , 10 , , Si .. S,. ,1 , I ,1, , . I~, , . ,21 , , ,1, I , , ~.i46,6S:0, I I •• I
3/4'1 I r I I r I I I , . , I , , I , , . , r . , .• I , , I ' I : , ' I J , I . , I I I
'I 1 1 I 1 ,2 .2 3, I I I 1 1 I I I I I I
1 I 1 I 1 12 31 31 I ' I , , I ' I , , , , I .. , I I , , ' , I , , , I , , , I , , ' , i .. , . I , . I • I , I
11 1 I 1 r4 21 31 I I I .L-l-I , I ' I I , , , . , , I , , ' I I , • , I . I , ' I , .. , I
11 1 I S d 2, 31 1---,- ' , , 1 , . I , I I , , I I , ' , , I , , , , I , . I , I , , , , I I ' , , I I ' , , 1 .... I
11 1 I 1 I~ 31 31 I , I I I 1 1 I 1 I I
,
11 1 I 1 ,2 , , .2J , , 3 I , ' , , 1 , , , e-L~ I , , , , I , ' , I , , . , I , , , , I , , I , , ' , I , , , , I . , I
1 I S,1 1 2 3, , I I I • I " , ' I , , , I , ' , , I I ' I ' I , ' , I I I I • I I • , , I , ' , I , , . , I
11 1 1 1 ,2 3, 3 1 '---L-.I".,I , , ' I , I ' , I , , , , 1 , . . . , , • , , I , , , . I , , , , I , , . , I , I
1, 1, 11 14 21 , ,3. I, ", I , " I I, , ,I , , , , I . , , , I , , ' , , , , I . , , , I . , " I , , I . ' , I
.2 I 11 1 ,2 Z 3, I ~--L. I , I , I I , , I I I , •• I , , , I I ' .. , I , , , I I I , • , I-
4 I 214 12 3, 31 I I , I I I 1 I I I I
Programm _HEXAGA.:lI ~AHPL€ !'ROBLEM 8:1__ Datum Nam~ Blatt-Nr. __1 _
NPUT DATA
DATEN KARTEN
2Programm Datum Nam~ Blatt-Nr. - - --_
I 101 I 201 I 'nI , Ln," I l'l\I I 601 1 '7RI I MI
2, 2 I 2 ,2 2, 3 1 I I , I , . , . I , , . , I , .. , I , , , ! I ! ' ! ' I , ! . ! I .. ! ' I
2, 2 2 2 2 ! J.,,! ! I I ! . , ! I , ! ! , I ! ! .. I ! . ! , I ! ! ! I ! ' . , I , ! , ! I , ! . , I , ! . , I-' , ! ! ' . I ! . ! . I
2 1 2 12 ,2 3, J. I ! , .. I ' ! I ! ! , I , , ! , I , , , ! I ' , ! ! I ! ! ' I ! ' ! I ! ! ! I I ! ! ! ! I
31 3 I 3 13 31 3, I , , , 1 , ! ' I ! ' , ! I ! ! I , , , I , , , 1 ! ! ! I ! ' , I ! I , , , I
3 1 3 ,.3. 13 3, 3, I I I ! ' , I ! , , ! I , ! ! ! I ! . , , I ! . , , I , , ! , I , , ! ' I ! , , ! I
3, 3 I 3 J. 31 3 1 J 1 ! I ! ! ' , I , , , ! I ! ! , I I , , ! ! I , , ! I , , , , I I ! . ! I
3, ~_,3,!, J,! JI ",3" !'" 1"" I ! , I , . , I , , , , I , , , I , ! ! i ' , , , i ! ! ' ! I , , , ! I ! ! ! , I
4/ I I ! , I , ! ! , I , ! , , I ! ' , , I , , . , I , , , I , "-'-~, , I , ! ' I ! , I , , , , I ! , ! ! I , ! ' , I . ! ! , I
V1
~
,I ... , I!!. ,I,!!, I! !! I.! .. ~-' .. LI!!" I"," I
DATEN KARTEN
Programm Datum Nam~ Blatt - Nr. _ 3 _
1
.,2,8,'?,6,S:4,q+,01, , ,•.15,~:f136.E:lg1. ..1,12ro.aE,+,o,o. I ,.94,2B,1,8.~"{).o. , . J , " , I, , , , I, , , , I , , , ' I . , .. I
E-.O~_l , , ,_,L~. , . I , " , I .. _. ~J . , , , I .. , . I , ... I , , , , I
VI
. , , I. , 1., I , I , , i , , , , I, ., I ,. , j VI
-,0,2, , I , I , , I , I • ,I " I. " I , I" -,-,-I, " I ,. I,. I , 1"" I .. . I ' ,. I
,1, I 3. I" I J I. , ,. I, , , . I J , I, J, , I .. , I " J". I , 1" I I I' J J I, , J, I J, I I, .,. I
. , , I . , , . 1__ . . . . _J • . I , , , J I , , , . I , , , . I J , , , I , . . , I
I , I ,-,~, ! ,-,-,-=, •• -. , I , I , , I ! •• , , " •• ,!", I • " , I. , , I I , , •• I , , • , I I " I I , , , ! I. !! I • ,. J
DATEN KARTEN
Programm Datum Nam~ Blatt-Nr. _ _i __
1
.. , I I I '_~_~~~~~~_.~L~_L~ I
.,8,61l:S,'I :J:u.a-.CI,~ . I , , , . I . , , ' I . , ' , I , , , ' I, ., I , , .. I , , , , I . , . , I , "1,, .. I , ' , . I , , , ' I . , , . I
I
1. I , 5:, I, , ' . I , , . , I , , , , I ' , , , I , , , ' I , ' , , I , ' , ' I " ,I"" I " ,i"" i ' , , ' I , , ' , , I ~
0.4.6r164,2,6+.0,", ' 'o,2.9,0'18,3,E+,Q1, , " ,/IO,2,",1,Hr~+,011 .. ,11~9(.3,E.foO,1, 1., 1""'",, I . , , ' I , , ' , I I
.,1,311~9.o.q~O,", , lo,1,4,5Sj9.o,E.-,~, , ,.4J~O!o.1,0rE.-.o~, I ,·?:~I(O,O,E-I()3, , , I , , , , I ' , , , I, , , , I , , , ,I " I
.,1,294,2,0.6-,01, , ,0, 6,8l,80o.E-a, , ! .. ,6J9S,0301c'- (J$, I , , ' , I , , , , I , , , , I , ! , • I , , , , I ' , ' , I , " , I , . , . I
.,1,28,'1,1,O,q-,O,2. , 1·,4.3~:313Q,E:-,11~~1 , , , ! I ~_~-...lu-,--,-I , ,I"" I , ' , , I , I , " I"" I, " I
.,34IS,,3,3,o'tf-02, I"" I , ' , , I , , , , I , , , , I , , , ,I , I . , , , I ! , , ' I , " 1"" I , , , , I, "1",, I
. . , I , , . , I , . . , I . ! , • I . . , . I . . , . I . . . , I , , . . I , , , . I , , , , I , . , . I
I .- ,',-,_'0,_,_,-,-,-, , . , I, , , , I ,-'--' ' I ~_L~---'-'-_Ll, I , I , I I I , , , , I. ' I . I" I
I ,-, ',-,-.' ..-,-, '-'-" .,. "',,,,' . " ,-----L I, I • I I " ,I"" I , " I"" I , , , , I
" I "I ,I~~L.. ,.1".,' .... 1

H~X.~GA-II WRITTFN SV lBIGNIEW ~OlNICKI,
SAMPLE PR08LFM Bi
FEB .. 1975
1 T~PE OF HEXAGONAL MESH ARRANGE~ENT
324 MESH POINTS
4 NElTRON GR.
1 TH [f{MAL Gr~.
1 NEUTRUN GR. THRUUGHOUT wHICH NEUTRONS ARF DOIolN-SCATTERfO
5 MA TER I AL COr-1p.
3 FI5SIONAßLE CCMP.
6.4665 C~ - MESH STEP
OUTER ßOUNDA~~ CGND: lEFT - FlUX DERIVATIVE EQUAl TO ZERO





THE LOCATION OF HEXAGO~S
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17
I I I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1- 1,* * 1 * * 1 * • 2 * * 2 * * 3 * *
* * (!)~ * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3
3- * 1 * * 1,* * 1 * ~ 4 * * 2 * * 3 *
- 1 *@1 * *@* * 1 * * 2 * * 3 * *
5- * * 1 * * 1 * *"1 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3
* 1 * *(!)*@l * *'2,* * 2 * * 3 *
7- 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * *~2 * * 3 * *
'* * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * *'~ * * 3
9- * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 4 * * 2 * *'3 *".
2 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * *
11- * * 4 * * 2 * * 4 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3
* 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 *
13- 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * *
* * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3
15- * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * *
17- * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3





























* * *- '/( * *
*
HNR Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 ? 2 2,-
3 3 3 3 3 3 )
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
I) 5 5 5 I) I) 5
- 61 -
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
COMP GR NR DIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
1 G
1 Z.87679E+OO 2.8Z040E-02 1.18780E-02 7.68000E-Ol
2 1.57085E+00 5.27470E-03 5.325Z0E-03 2.3Z000E-Ol
3 7.22486E-Ol 1.76120E-02 1.04710 E-02 0.0
4 9 .64199E-0 1 2.65460E-02 2.66110E-02 0.0
SIGDS
G G--)G+l G--)G+2 G--)G+3
1 2.35970E-02 4.07910E-06 4.44930E-08
2 1.6i530E-03 4.23C90E-08
3 4.68380E-03
COMP GR NR DIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
2 G
1 2.87654E+()0 2.87820E-02 1.49430E-02 7.68000E-Ol
2 1.57136E+00 6.04910E-03 1.68870E-03 2.32000E-Ol
3 7.127iJ8E-OI 1.95100E-02 1.4809!JE-02 0.0
4 9.42C;78E-Ol 3.37140E-02 3.81590E-02 0.0
SIGOS
G G--)G+l G--)G+2 G--)G+3
1 2.326201:-02 4.64510E-06 4.99680E-08
2 1.571801:-03 4.07240E-08
3 4.34140E-03
COMP GR Nil OIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
3 G
1 2.28561E+00 3.59590E-02 7.14210E-03 7.68000E-Ol
2 1. 17193E+OO 5.88550E-03 1.08250E-04 2.32000[-Cl
3 6.32415E-Ol 1.60410E-02 2.974Z0E-04 0.0
4 8.18351E-Ol 1.33490E-02 8.46870 E-04 0.0
SIGDS
G G--)G+l G--)G+2 G--)G+3
1 3.2071 OE-O 2 3.88800E-06 4.50390E-08
2 2.71160E-03 9.00180E-08
3 5.89710E-03
COMP GR NR OIF SIGT NUSI GF CHI
4 G
1 2.50307E+00 2.48140E-02 0.0 0.0
2 1.31468E+00 1.64120E-02 0.0 0.0
3 5.74271E-Ol 7.21220E-02 0.0 0.0
4 6.153691:-01 1.6a680E-01 0.0 0.0
SIGOS
G G--)G+l G--)G+2 G--)G+3
1 2.29460E-02 1.03200E-06 1.04890E-08
2 3.76870E-03 7.03610E-12
3 8.6BI50E-03
cnMP GR NR OIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
5 G
1 4.61642E+00 1.31590E-02 0.0 0.0
2 2.90183E+00 1.45590E-03 0.0 0.0
3 1.02118E+00 4.60010E-03 0.0 0.0
4 1.72963E+00 7.86600E-04 0.0 0.0
SIGOS
G G--)G+l G--)G+2 G--)G+3




LCGARITH"1IC S(JUNDARY CONDITION PARAMETERS







6 4.6948 E-Ol 4.6948E-01
7 4.6948E-01 4.6948 f -01









17 4.6948 E-Cl 1 4.6948E-01
18 4.6948f-Jl 4 • 69 411 f - 0 1
2
1 4.6948E-01 4.694 ilE-Ol
2 4.6948E-J1 4.694flE-Ol
3 4.6948E-01 4.6948E-Ol
4 4 • 6 C; 4 8 E- 0 1 4. f: 9 4 8 E- 01
5 4.6948E-01 4. 6<;48E- 0 1








14 4.6948f-0 1 4.6949E-Ol








4 4.6948 E-O 1 4. 69'18E- 01





10 4.6948 E-O 1 4.6948E-Ol
11 4.6948E-J1 4.6948E-Ol
12 4.6 9't8 E-Q 1 4.6948E-01
13 4 .69'.8E-Q 1 4.6948E-Ol




































































NG 1 T NI ER ER/ER
2. 1 0.589447 0.961253 0.961253
2 2 ).645163 -0.094'522 -'J. 09 77 22
2 "3 0.6635(:3 -0.028520 0.301126
2 4 J.673531 -,) .015021 ).526701
2 5 0.679565 -0.00 8 ~ 59 0.596407
2 6 0.683284 -0.005472 C.61C815
2 1 J.685'576 -.J.003354 :1.612931
2 fl .J. 68 69 81 -0.002048 J.61C748
2 <;; 1.687834 -J.OJI24C> 1.6J5214
2 10 J.688350 -J.000751 0.6D5385
2 11 0.688659 -O.O,JO·!t47 C.595934
') P ).688841 -J.CCCZ64 0.59061ß'-
,} 13 ,) .688949 -:].000155 C.53844ßL
2 14 'J. 6890 1,) -J .00 () Cl 89 J.570552
11 MEGAß= 1 • 12 .: 'J n~EGAF=1.1236
- 65 -
ITERATION PROCESS
Fl UX CONV IN
INNER ITERS --) 1
Tl NR oMEGAB OMEGAF K-EFF K-EFF CON". GR NR




2 1.1236 1.1236 1.089122 2.5623E-Ol 1 3. 84E+ 00
2 5.04E-01
3 6.21E-Ol
4 9.6 7E-0 1




4 1.1236 1. 1236 1.C8!1725 d.9436E-03 1 3.11E-01
2 1. C; 8E- 01
3 2.74E-01
4 3.41E-Ol




6 .1 .1236 1.1236 1.107114 9.3307E-03 1 5.g9E-C2
2 5.54E-02
3 3.9gE-C2
4 3.27 E- 02
7 1.1236 1. 1236 1.114005 6.1861E-03 1 3. 45E- 02
2 2.86 E- 02
3 2.25E-02
4 1.75E-C2








10 1.1236 1.1236 1.120701 8. 70 5 C; E- C4 1 5. 28E- 03
2 4.04E-03
3 2.91E-C3
4 2 .50E- 03
11 1.12~1.> 1.1236 1.121181 4.2790E-04 1 2.96E-C3
2 2.05E-03
3 1.50E-03
4 1. 14E- 03





13 1.12~5 1.1236 1.121S /t4 1.1140E-04 1 7.45E-C4
2 5. :3 4 E-1]4
3 3.87E-04
4 2.91E-C4




1'3 1.1236 1.1236 1.121618 2.6405F-OS 1 1.89E-04
2 1.36E-C4
:3 9. 73E- 05
4 7.Jbf:-OS
16 1.123"> 1.1236 1.121654 1.3649E-05 1 9. 35 E- C5
2 7.1uE-05
3 S.llE-es
4 3.96 f:- 05




1d 1.1236 1. 1236 1.121667 2.56301::-(6 1 2.3'3F.-O'j
2 1. 76E- C')
3 1.24f-0'i
4 1. 0 SE- Cli
19 1.1236 1.1236 1.121671 3.4571E-06 1 1. 14 E-O'j
2 S.8SE-C6
:3 7.51 E- CI)
4 1.93[-06





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1C
1 6.038<;E-03 5.9802E-03 5.8052E-03 5.5235E-03 5.1129[-03 4.7955E-03 4.3816E-03 3.9C27E-03 3.4129E-03 2.99<;9E-03
2- 5.9302E-03 5.99C2E-03 5.8 622E- 0 3 5. t242E-03 5.2775E-03 4.9030E-03 4.5417 E-03 4.1198E-03 3.5986E-C3 3.024CE-C3
-~ '5.8]52E-03 5.%22F-03 5.8052E-03 5.6242E-03 5.2906 E-03 "'.7717E-03 4.4820E-03 4.2475[-03 3.8134[-03 3.1849E-03
/, 5.523'5E-03 'j. 624 2[ - 0) 5.6242E-03 5.5235E-03 5.2775E-03 4.7717E-03 4.3663E-03 4.2354E-03 3.S897E-03 3.5568E-C3
5 5.1719E-03 5.2775[-03 5.2 906E-0 3 5.2775E-03 5.1130E-03 -4.9030[-03 4.4820E-03 4.2354E-03 4.0517E-03 3.8064E-03
6 4.795':E-J3 4.9D30E-03 4.7717E-03 4.7717[-03 4.9030 E-03 4.7955 F-03 4.5411F-03 4.. 2475E-03 3. <;8<;7E-C3 3.8064E-(3
4.38l6E-03 4.5417E-03 4.4820E-03 4.3663E-03 4.4820E-03 4.5417E-03 4.3816E-03 4.1199E-03 3.8134E-03 3.5568E-03
'3 3. SlJ27E-)3 /+.1199E-03 4 •.2475E-03 4.2354E-03 4. 2354E- 03 4.2475[-03 -4.1199[-03 3. 9021l:'- C3 3.5986E-03 3.1849E-03
9 3.4129E-03 3.59E6F.-C3 3.8134E-03 3. <;897E-03 4.0517E-03 3.9897E-03 3.8134E-03 3.5986E-03 3.4129E-(3 3. C24CE-C3
L1 2.<;999E-03 3. :>240E-03 3.1'349E-03 3.5568E-03 3.8064E-)3 3.8064[-03 3.5568E-03 3.184<;E-03 3.0240E-03 2.9999E-03
11 2. t4 H[- Jj 2.6463E-03 2. 5418E-03 3. J045E-03 3.4400E-03 3.6054[-03 3.44001"-03 3.0045E-03 2.5418E-C3 2.6463E-03
12 2.2679E-03 2.41641"-03 2.39 36E- 03 2. ~779E-03 2.<;8C5E-03 3.1949E-03 3.1949E-03 2.9805E-03 2.5779E-03 2.3936E-03
1 3 1.733 EE- 03 1.9836E-03 2.1191F-03 2.243lE-03 2.4511[-03 2.6368E-03 2.6981E-03 2. 6368E- 03 2.4511E-03 2.2431E-03
H I.J224E-i]3 1.35511:-03 1. 5801E-0 3 1.6503E-03 1.1841E-03 1.9672E-03 1.9775[-03 1.9775E-03 1 • 9672 E- C3 1.1841E-C3
15 4.58 77E- J4 6.517lE-04 9.0733E-04 1.0053E-03 9.834lE-04 1.17551"-03 1.2258E-03 1.11<;8E-03 1.2258E-03 1.1155E-03
16 2.0518E-04 2.9707[-04 4.0202E-04 4.8596E-04 5.2392E-04 5.6770E-04 6.1450E-04 6.1528F-04 6.1528E-C4 6.145GE-C4
17 8.5646E-05 1.2853[-04 1.7582E-C4 2.2029[-04 2.5213E-04 2.7493E-04 2.9564[-04 3.0739f-04 3.0939E-04 3.0739E-C4
Ll 2. E717E-C5 4.56961"-05 6.4646E-05 8.37721"-05 9.9835E-05 1.11621:-04 1.20861"-04 1.21(; lE-04 1.30tlE-04 1.3061E-04
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
2. 6448E-:>3 2.2679E-03 1.7338E-03 1.0224E-03 4.5876F-04 2.0518E-04 8. ~6-46E-C5 2.811 7E- C5
'"2 2.6463E-03 2.4164[-03 1.9636E-03 1.3551E-03 6.517lE-04 2. ci707E-04 1.2852 E-04 4.5695F-05 .....
3 2.5418E-03 2.3936E-03 2.1191[-03 1.5801E-03 9.0733F-04 -4. 0201E- 04 1.7592E-04 6.4646E-05
4 ~.CJ4o;E-03 2.5719E-CJ 2.2431E-03 1.6503E-03 l.0053E-03 4.8596E-04 2.20 29E-0 4 8.3772f-C5
5 , .4/.0CE-03 2.9905E-ÜJ 2.4511 [-03 1.7841E-03 9.8341E-04 5.2391E-04 2.5213E-04 9.9835E-05
{, 3.6054E-03 3.1949E-03 2.6368E-03 1.9672 E-03 1.1755E-03 5.67701"- C4 2.7493[-04 1. 1162E- 04
r ~.440CF.-J3 3.19-49E-03 2.6<;81E-C3 1.9775E-03 1.2258E-03 t.1450[-04 2.9564E-04 1.2086E-C4
.g 3.0045E-03 2.9805F.-03 2.6363E-03 1.9775E-03 1.1199E-03 t.1528F-04 3.C739E-04 1.2H1[-04
'1 2.5418[-03 2.5779F-03 2.45Uf-03 1.9672E-03 1.2258E-03 6.1528E-04 :3 .C9 39E-04 1.3061E-04
10 7.6463E-03 2.3936E-C3 2. 2431F- C3 1.7841E-03 1.17 55E- 03 6.1450E-04 3.0739E-04 1.3061E-04
11 2.644fE-03 2.4164E-03 2.1191E-03 1.6503E-03 9.834lF-04 5.6770E-04 2.9564E-04 1.2761F.-C4
12 2.4164E-03 2.2679E-03 1.9836E-03 1.5801E-03 1. C05::1E-03 5.2392E-04 2.7493E-04 1.2086E-04
13 2.1191'=-')3 1.9836[-03 1.733dE-OJ 1.3551E-03 9.0733E-04 4.8596f-04 2.5213I:-C4 1.1162E-C4
14 1.650?F.-03 1.53J1E-03 1. 3551F-Q 3 1. J224E-03 6.5171 E-04 4.020lE-04 2.2029E-04 9.9834E-05
15 <;.8341 E-O/+ I.JJ53E-03 9.0733E-04 6.5171E-04 4.5877E-04 2. <;707E- C4 1.7582F-04 8.3772E-05
16 '5.677CE-04 5.2 3<;2E -04 4.8596E-04 4.0202E-04 2.<;707E:-04 2.0518E-04 1.2852E-04 6.4646E-C5
17 2.9564[-04 2.7493E-04 2.5213E-04 2.2C29E-04 1.7582E-04 1.2952E-04 8.5646E-05 4.5695E-05
18 1. 21611:'-J4 1.2()86E-04 1.1162[-04 9.9835E-05 8.3772[-05 6.4646E-05 4.56<;5E-05 2.8117E-05
2 FLIj)l (;ROLJP
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 <; 10
1 ~.:C7CjE-u2 2.':JdllE-C2 2.9C2lE-02 2.7757E-OZ Z.6130f-02 2.4210E-OZ 2.1917E-02 I.Q179E-02 1.tl13i=-02 1.3327E-C2
2 2.9311[-02 2.9811F.-02 2.9280E-02 2.8235E-C2 2.6742E-C2 2.5001E-·n 2.2987F.-02 2.0493 E-02 1.7496E-02 1.4096E-02
3 ~.qJ21F-C2 2.92 8JE- C2 2.9021E-02 2.l3235E-02 2.6907E-02 2.5076E-02 2.3633E-C2 2.1511E-C2 1.8771E-C2 1.5311E-02
't 2.77'57F-OZ 2.823 5E:- C2 2.8235E-02 2. 7757E-02 2.6742 E-C2 2.5076E-02 2.3754E-02 2.2314E-02 1.9782E-C2 1 • 6 S 8 9 E- C2
5 2.613 CE-J2 2.6742E-02 2.6</07E-02 2.6742E-02 2.H 30E- C2 2.5001E-C2 2.3633E-02 2.2314E-C2 2. Cl68 E-02 1.7864E-02
6 2.'t2lCE-02 2.50C1E-02 2.5C76E-02 2.5076E-02 2.5001 E-02 2.4210 E-02 2.2987E-02 2.1511E-C2 1.9782E-C2 1.78t4E-C2.., 2.1917[-02 2.2987E-02 2.3633E-C2 2. 3754E- 02 2.3633E-02 2.2987E-02 2.1917E-02 2.0493E-02 1.8771E-02 1.6990E-02
:J 1.n7'i[-C2 2. C493E-02 2.1'5l1E-02 2.2314t-02 2.2314E-02 2.1511E-J2 2.0493E-02 1. c; 179E- C2 1.74c;6E-02 1.5317E-C2
9 1.6113f-J2 1.74%E-02 1.8771E-02 1.9782E-02 2.C163E-02 1.9782E-02 1.8771E-02 1.7496E-02 1.6113E-02 1.4096E-02
1:) 1.3327F-)2 1. /t096E-02 1.5317E-02 1.6990E-J2 1.7864E-02 1.7864E-02 1.69SCE-C2 1.~317E-02 1.4096E-02 1.3327E:-C2
11 1.1347::-J2 1. 16841: - 02 1.1735E-02 1.3782E-02 1.5382E-02 1.5858E-02 1.5382E-02 1. 3782F- 0'2 1.1735E- C2 1. It84E-C2
12 ':I.7150E-03 1.J377E-02 1.0525E-02 1.1413E:-02 1.2949E-iJ2 1.3737[-02 1.3737E-02 1.2949E-02 1.1413 E-02 1.0525E:-02
I 3 7.S701f-J3 8. n97E-03 9.36S7E-03 9.9988[-03 1.C827E-02 1.1558[-02 1.1838E-02 1.1558E-C2 1.0827E-C2 9.SSS8E-C3
14 6.038H-03 6.'J802E-03 7.5S84E-03 8. 2 ~ 14E- 03 8.8<:l32E-03 <J.3515E-03 9. n06E-03 9.77C6E-03 9.3515E-03 8.8932E-03
1') 3.8211E-)3 4.7348E-03 5.6260E-03 6.1486E-03 6.4982E:-03 7.1106[-03 7.3925E-03 7.3218E-C3 7.3925i=-03 7.1106[-03
16 2.1461E-J3 2.B2lJE-03 3.43CCE-03 3.9183E:-C3 4.2651E-C3 4.5824E-03 4.8438E-03 4.9393E-03 4.93S3E-C3 o4.8438E-c]
1 7 <;./t 701[-)4 1.3841E-03 1.7568E-OJ 2.0720E-03 2.31R9E-03 2.514ltE-03 2.6736E-C3 2.7728[-G3 2.8026 E-03 2.7728E-03
1,1 ? • CO 1 4E - J'. 3.5488E-Olt 4. B012E-O/t 5.8624E-04 6.731JE-04 7.4162E-J4 7.9618[-04 8.3565E-04 8.5546E-C4 8.5546E-C4
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
l.lJ47[-J2 9.735JE-C3 7.97CIE-03 6.0381[-03 3.8211E-03 2.1461[-0 9.47J7E:-04 2.CCI4F.-C4
0'
(Xl., 1.16fl4E- )2 1.0377E-02 8.77S7E-03 6. c;802E-03 4.7348E-03 2.8210[-03 1.3841E-03 3.5438E-04'-
3 1.1735E-n 1.0525f::-02 9.3697E-03 7.'5984E-03 5.62'59E-03 3.430CE-C3 1.75 t8E-C 3 4.8C11[-C4
It 1.3782E-)2 1.1413E-02 S.<;r;8aE-u3 8.2514E-03 6.1486[-03 3.9183 F-CU 2.0720E-03 5.8624E-04
') 1.53d2E-C2 1.294'H:-U2 I.J827F-liZ 8.8932E-03 6.4<;82E-03 4.2651E-J3 2.3189E-03 6.7310E-04
6 1.5S5E'E-J2 1.3737F-02 1.1558E-02 9.3515E-03 7.1106E-03 4.5824E-03 2.5144F-03 7.4162E-C4
7 1.'5382[-02 1.3737E-02 1.1833E-C2 9.77C6E-03 7.3925E-03 4.8438E-03 2.6736E-03 7.9618E-04
3 1.3782E'-'J2 1.2949E-02 1.1558E-02 9.7706E-03 7.3217E-03 4.9393E-03 2.7728F-03 8.3564F-C4
'.) 1.1135E-02 1.1413E-02 1.C827E-C.? 9.3515E-03 7.3925E-03 4.9393 E-03 2.8ü26F-03 8.5546E-04
1 ') 1.1684!:-)z 1.0525E-u2 9.9<;38[-03 8.8932F-03 .7.1106E-03 4.8438E-03 2.7728E'-C3 8. ~546E-C4
1 1 1.1347r-J2 1.037 7[ - 02 S.36S7E-03 8.2514E-03 6.49R2E-03 4.5824E:-03 2.6736E-03 8.3564E-04
12 1.0377E-02 9.735')E-03 8.77'HE-C3 7.5SI:l4E-03 6.1486E-03 4.2651E-03 2.5144E-03 7.c;618E-04
1.3 <;.3697[- :Jj B. 7797E-CJ 7.9701::-03 6.9302E-03 5.6260E-03 3.9183 E- C3 2.3189E:-03 7.4162E-04
l1t 8.251 t,r-J3 7.'5984E-03 6.Sd02E-03 6.C381E-C3 4.734>3E-03 3.4300F-03 2.0720F-03 6.7310E-04
15 6.41B2F-B 6. 1486F -03 5.6260E-03 I•• 7348E-03 J.8211F-03 2.8210(- 0 3 1.7568E-03 5.8624E-C4
16 4.582 ltt: -03 ".2651E-03 3.91B3E-J3 3.4300E-03 2.3210F-03 201461E-03 1.3841E-03 4.8011E-04
1: 2.6736[-J3 2.514f:.E-'J3 2.3189E-:J3 2. J720E-03 1.75f8E-03 1_~A41F-01 Cl. 47<)7E-04 3.5488E-04
13 e. :5t 4F- J4 7.961gE-C4 7.4162[-04 6.7310E-:)4 5. R624F-04 4.8011 E-04 3.~488E-04 2.CC14E-04
j FLU)C r;r{u:JP
2 J I, '1 6 7 R CI 10
;>.68Jtt~J) 2. 00 Cf~E: - J J 2.tJ~4E-C3 2.5129F-J3 2.38IlSE-03 2.2101[-03 1.9674F-LJ3 1.6652F-03 1.3042E-C3 9. G3CCE-C4., 2. 66:;3~-)) 2.66)3[-0:> 2.6217F-CJ 2.5,26(-:J::j 2.46 /.7F-03 2.3322E-03 2.1115F-C3 1.8H4E-C3 1.4678E-03 1.0242E-C3'-
2.6J24:Ö-JJ ?6217F-03 2. bC24E- u.3 2.5526E-J3 2.50?')E-C3 2.5160E-03 ?3605F-03 1.9829E-03 1.6286E-C3 1.1546E-(3
4- 2.512S"-J3 ?.5526r-UJ 2.5526E-01 2.5129F-J3 2.4tf.t7t-'J3 2.516CE-(J3 2. 55561:':-U:: 2.2123F-C3 1.77<jCE-C3 1.4242E-C3
Ci ,?3acC:~-J3 z. 46', 7[-[3 2. '5C2'5[-03 2.4647E--03 2.3R~5F-03 2.3322E-03 2.36051'--03 2.21231"- 0 3 1.8421E-03 1.':285E-C3
D 2.2101E-03 2.3322::-03 2.5160[-03 2.516CE-C3 2.3322E-03 2.21J1E-J3 2.1115E-03 1. Ci 829 E-I) 3 1.71901:-03 1.S28SE-03
1. S674[-C3 2.11151:-C3 2.3605E-03 2.5556E-03 2.36C5E-03 2.1115 E- 03 1.<;674E-(3 1.81<j4E-03 1.62E6E-03 1.4242E-(3
t, 1.6652[--13 1. fll <;4[-03 1. 9829E-O J 2.2123F-(3 2.212JE-03 1.CJ82<.:)E-03 1.8194(-0: 1.6tS2E-03 1.46 78E- C3 1.1S46E-C3
'/ 1.3J43E-J3 1.4678E-Q3 1.6286F-03 1.7190F-'J3 1. E421 E-03 1.7790E-03 1.62e6E-C3 1.467BE-(3 1.3042E-03 1.0242E-C3
1J 9.9360F-J4 1. J 2 /.21:: - 0 3 1.15 L.6E-03 1.4242E-J3 1.5285E-03 1.52QSI::-03 1.4242F-03 1.1546E-03 I.C242E-C3 <;.<;35GE-C4
11 9.4756f:-04 cj.1134E-04 7.479f>F-04 1.0067E:-03 1.2414E-03 1.2tl17E-03 1.2414F-O"3 1.0061F-03" 7.47<j5E-04 8.1133E-04
U 7.71';l"'-04 7 • CJl C3E - (4 7.4J:HE-()4 8. 1163E-04 1.0106E-03 1.1013E-03 1.1013E:-J3 1.0106E-C? 8. 116?E:-04 7.4C32E-(4
13 1.0777F-J4 7.343SE-04 7.632AE-04 8.1079E-(4 8.84"12E-04 C;.6091E-04 9.9S11F-04 9.6C9lE-04 8.8431E-04 8.1079E-O:"
14 7.:Jl22F"-J4 7. J3 62f -84 7.0944E-04 8.0730E-04 8.6602E-04 8.6568[-04 9.5837E-04 S."831E-04 8.6568F-04 8.6602E-04
1') 5~6244E-j4 6.45521::-C4 6.7561E-Of, 7.33 85E- 04 8.3246E-C4 8.4D46E-J4 8.7602F-04 9. 371lE- 04 8.76(21:-(4 8.404 7E- (4
lf, 3.458 ':f-04 4.3928f-ü4 5.CFl39E-04 5.6415E-D4 6.1bE1E-G4 6.6220[-J4 6.9101F-04 7.1369E-(4 7.1369E-04 6.9101E-04
1 7 I~';:J6=E-'J4 2. 211 'JE -' 04 2.7391[-04 3.1568E-04 3.5045F-J4 3.1954E-04 4.0181F-04 L•• lt63F-04 4.222CE-04 4.1663E-C4
111 1.90S4E-OS J.76C'JE-0l) 5.(3E8E-05 6.C256[-OS 1i.8245E-05 7.4841F-QS 8. C14tH -05 8.3<}56E-'l5 8.6022 F-O': 8.60nE-es
11 12 13 14 1') 16 11 18 0"-
'"1 8.475t[-JIt 7.7151E-C4 7. 0777E-0/~ 1.CI22E-04 5.6244[-04 3.458SE-04 I.S063[-04 1.9053F-C'i
" P. 1134[-)4 7.910'1=-04 7.3435F-rJlt 7.J861F-1)4 6.4552F-04 ". 3928E- (4 2.2118E-C/, 3.16C9F-(53 7.47 9 5F -J 4 7.40 3ZE -04 7.6328E-J4 7. CQ44E-04 6.7'5f>11:-04 5.0839E-04 2. 73<n [-04 5.0388E-OS
:. 1.0061E-03 3.1163 E-04 8.1J79E-04 8. )730E-)4 7.31P5E-04 5. 6415E- 04 3.1'568F-04 6.C2S6E-05
:; 1.2414E-J3 I.JIC6E-C3 8.843lE-04 8.6602E-04 8.3246E:-04 6.1881 E-04 ~.5045F-J4 f. fl245E-05
() 1.2!:J77F-03 1.1013E-03 9.6090E-Of~ 8.6568E-·04 8.4046E-04 6.6220E-04 3.79541:-04 1.4847E-CJS
7 1.2414f-J3 1.1'JlJF-·J3 9.9517E-04 9.5837E-04 8.7601E-04 6.91C1E-C/~ 4.(181E-(4 8.CI40F-(5
q 1.0067F-J3 1. J lC6[-0 3 9.6C91E-04 9.5837E-04 9.371JE-04 7.1369E-04 4.1663 E-04 8.3955E-05
? 7.4795E-J4 8.1163E-04 8.8432E-04 8.6568E-04 8.76C2[-0/. 7. 1368E- 04 4.2220E-04 8.c022E-G5
1 cJ e.1133E-C;!~ 7.4032::'-04 8.1C19E-04 8.6602E-04 j.4046E-04 6.9101E-04 4.1663~-04 8.l:022F-CS
1 1 3.4756[-04 7.91G8E-04 7.6323E-04 8. C730E- 04 8.3246E-04 6.6220E-04 4.0181E-04 8.3955E-OS
12 7. SlCb=-Of~ 7.71511:: - 04 7.343SE-04 7. J944f-04 7. 3385 E-04 6.1'387E-C4 3.79':41:-(4 8.CI40f-05
1 3 7.6J2i'F-J4 7.3435E-C4 7.0777[-04 7. C861E-04 6.15f.lF-04 5.6415[-04 3.S045E-04 1.4847E-05
1'> fl.JBCE-J4 7.0944[-04 7.086lE-Q4 7.0122E-0/~ 6.45'52F-1)4 5.08 3<;F- 04 3.1568["-04 6.8245E-C'5
1') 8.3246F-J4 7.33e5E-04 6.7561E-04 6.45'52F-04 5.6244E-Of~ 4.3928 E-04 2.1391F-04 6.C256(-OS
1·) 6.62201:-04 6.1Sil7E-Of, 5.6415E-O/~ 5.C839f-04 "t.3<;2BE-04 ~. f1 5 !'l'iE- G4 2.211ßF-04 5.0388E-OS
17 4.CIBIF-04 J.7954E-04 3. ':iO Lt5F-J4 3. 1568E-04 2.7391E-04 2.2118E-04 1.5063F-04 3.76C<;E-C5
1 n 9.3955F-J5 c1.0140E-ü5 7.4847F-05 6.8245F-C5 6.C2'56E-05 5.08SE-05 3.7609(-05 1.90S3E-OS

SOURCES
2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 lC
1 2.7234E-)4 2.6')9'1-E-04 2.6288E-04 2.5161 E-04 2.3104E-04 2.1951E-04 1.c;841E-04 1.1315E-04 1.6364E-04 1.6636E-04
2 2.699LiF-J4 2.6994E-(j4 2. C52uE-O'1- 2.5592E-04 2.4219E-04 2.2119E-04 2.0858E-04 1.8535E-04 1.'512CE-C4 CJ.9177E-(5
3 2.6288 E- Oft 2.6520E-04 2.6288E-04 2.5592E-04 2.445lE-04 1.53C2E-Q4 1.4400E-04 1.9524E-04 1.6934 E-04 9.006lE-05
[t 2. '5H lE-04 2. 5592E - (;4 2.5592E-04 2.5161 E-04 2.4279 E-04 1.5302E-04 0.0 1. ~581E-C4 1.7954E-04 1.5336E-04
5 2.3104E-04 2.4219E-04 2.44 51E- C4 2.4279E-04 2.31(4E-04 2.2719E-04 1.4400E-04 1.3581E-04 1.8348E-04 1.8386E-04
6 2.19 51E- 04 2. 2719E -04 1.5302E-04 1.5302E-04 2.2119E-04 2.1951E-04 2.0858E-04 1.. 9524E-04 1.1954E-04 1.8386E-C4
7 1.9841E-04 2.0859E-04 1. 44C'lE - C4 o. C 1.44COE-04 2.0858E-04 1.9847E-04 1.8535E-04 1.6934E-C4 1.'5~36E-(4
8 1.7315[- ,)4 1.8535E-04 1.9524E-O't 1.3581E-04 1.358 lE-04 1.95 24E- 04 1.€535E-C4 1.7315E-C4 1.5120E-04 9.006lE-05
9 1.6364[-04 1.5120E-04 1.6934E-O'1- 1.7954E-04 1.8348 [-04 1.1954E-04 1.6934E-04 1.5720E-04 1. 63l:4E-C4 9.9111E-(5
10 1.6636E-04 9.9171E-05 9.0061E-05 1.5336[-04 1.8386E-04 1.8386E-04 1.5336E-04 9.0061E-05 9.9177 E-OS 1.6636E-04
11 1.43C4E-04 9.62 C6E-(5 C.O 9.7483E-05 1.1655E-04 2.0182E-04 1.1655[-04 9. 7483E- C5 0.0 9.6206E-C5
12 1.2'.OH-04 1.3121E-04 8.6g43E-05 9.4266E-05 1.6400E-04 1.1539E-04 1.1539E-04 1.6400 E-O 4 9.4266E-05 8.6943E-05
13 1.02 03E-)4 1.1212E-04 1.1904E-04 1.2660E-04 1.3765E-04 1.4718E-04 1.5163E-04 1.4778E-C4 1.3165E-04 1.2660E-04
14 3.191tfC-05 6.3529E-05 9.1212E-05 1.4968E-05 8.0786E-05 1.1910 E-04 8.912lE-05 8. g 121 E- OS 1.1910E-C4 8.C786E-C5
15 4.2684E-06 5.8920E-06 2.9541E-05 3.2335[-05 8.7299[-06 ~.1422E-05 3.8964E-05 9.9263E-06 3.8964E-05 3.1422E-05
16 2.CHtE-06 2.8502E-06 3.7590E-06 4.4863E-06 4.8463E-06 5.2416E-06 5.6456E-Ot 5. t:7S5E-C6 5.6155E-06 5.6456E-(6
11 8.5461E-01 1.2736E-06 1.7075E-06 2.1065[-06 2.3915E-06 2.6108E-06 2.8000E-06 2.9098E-06 2.9317E-06 2.9098E-06
Ifl 2.5644E-01 4.1606E-01 5.8387E-01 7.4886E-01 8.8693E-01 9.8921E-01
~
1. 0697E- Cl: lol285E-C6 1.1551E-06 1.155lE-C6
11 12 13 14 15 16 11 18
1 1.4304E-,)4 1.2406E-04 1.0203E-04 3.1916E-05 4.2684E-06 2.0186E-06 8.!:461E-07 2.'5644E-C1
2 9.62Cl:[-05 1.3121E-04 1.1212E-04 6.3529E-05 5.8920E-06 2.8502E-06 1.2136E-06 4.1606E-01
3 0.0 3.6943E-05 1.19C3E-04 9.1212E-05 2.9541[-05 3.7590E-06 1.1075E-06 5.8387E-07
.....
4 s. 748~F-05 9.4266E-05 1.2660E-04 1.4968E-05 3.2335E-05 4.4863E-06 2.1065E-06 1.4886[-C7
5 1.165 '5E-04 1.6400E-04 1.371:5E-04 8.0786E-05 8.1299E-06 4.8463E-06 2.3975 E-06 8.8693E-01
6 2. 0l82~-O4 1.1539E-04 1.4718E-1)4 1.1970E-04 3.1421[-05 5.2416E-06 2.61C81:-Cl: 9.6926E-07
7 1.165!:E-04 1.15~9E-04 1.5163E-04 8.912lE-05 3.8964E-05 5.6456E-06 2.8000E-06 1.0697[-06
8 9.1483E-05 1.6400E-04 1.4118E-04 8.9121E-05 9.9263E-06 '5.6155t-06 2.g0c;aE-06 1.1285E-06
9 C. C 9.4266E-05 1. 31(;5E-04 1. 1970E-04 3.8964E-05 5.6755E-06 2.9311E-06 1.15S1[-C6
10 <; .62 06E-05 8.6943E-05 1.26l:0E-04 8. C786E-05 3.1422E-05 5.6456E-06 2.9098E-06 1.155lE-06
11 1.4304[-)4 1.3127E-04 1.1904E-04 7.4968E-05 8.7299E-06 5.2416E-06 2.8000E-Cl: 1.1285E-06
12 1.~127E-04 1.2406E-04 1.1212[-04 9.1212E-05 3.2335E-05 4.8463E-06 2.6108E-06 1.0697E-06
13 1.1904E-04 1.1212[-04 1.'J203E-04 6.3529E-OS 2.954lE-05 4.4863E-06 2.3975E-C6 S. ES26E-C1
14 7.4968[-05 CJ.7212E-05 6.3529E-05 3.1916[-05 5.8920[-06 3.1590E-06 2.1065E-06 8.8l:93E-07
15 8.1299E-06 3.2335E-05 2.9'541E-05 5. 892CE- 06 4.2684E-06 2.8502E-06 1.1075E-06 7.4886E-07
16 5.24H[-06 4.8463E-06 4.4863E-06 3.1590E-06 2.8502E-06 2.0186E-06 1.2136E-06 5.8387E-07
17 2.8000'-06 2.6lC8E-06 2.3'l15F-06 2.1065E-06 1.7075E-06 1.2136[-06 8.S461E-01 4.1606E-07
1'3 1.128!:E-06 1.'3691E-06 9.8926E-01 8.8693E-01 1.4886[- 07 ~. 8387E-01 04.16C6E-07 2. ~644E-C7
- 72 -
ITE:RATICN PFU1CESS (AOJO I NT C ALCULAT IeNS)
FLUX CGNV IN
INNER t TE RS --) 1
TT NR Op.lEG~9 OMEGAF K-EFF K-EFF CONV. GR NR
1 1.1236 1.1236 u.b7506C 1.55C2E+04 4 1.00E+CO
3 1.00E+CO
2 1.001:+00
1 1. COE+ CO
2 1.12~6 1.1236 I.Jl Y65 7 3.J795E-Ol 4 2.55E+00
3 3.19E+CO
2 7.55 E-O 1
1 1.29E+00








5 1.12~6 1.1236 1.094199 4.7858E-03 4 1. C2E-C1
3 1.66 E-O 1
2 9.12E-02
1 8.88F=-C?
6 1.12~6 1.1236 1.lC428C 9.1285E-03 4 g.82E-02
:3 1.42 E- 0 1
2 7.66E-02
1 5.54E-C2
7 1.123~ 1.1236 1.112272 7 .1860E-0 3 4 4.31E-02
3 3.36E-C2
2 :3. 45E- ~ 2
1 3.03E-02








10 1.1236 1.1236 1.120432 1.0674E-03 4 6.31E-03
"3 5.77E-C3
2 5.40E-03
1 4. 34E- C3








1 1. l1E- C3












16 1.12.?6 1.1236 1.12lt47 1.96101:-05 4 1.19E-04
3 1.09E-04
2 9. 94E- e5
1 8.llE-05
















21 1.1236 1.12~6 1.12166Ci 8.94C7E-01 4 6.08E-06
3 6.14 E-06
2 4. HE-06
1 4. 29E- 06
.; Ar:JC r"H FLUX GQCllP
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lC
~ • 11 72 r: - )4 2.J98JE-04 2.0'.C7E-04 1.9486E-04 1.83t::1E-04 1.68'H:E-C4 1.5128f-04 1.27C3E-04 9.6336E-0'5 1.550lE-05
) 2.C'7SCE-J4 1..J990E-C't 2.05S5E-04 1.9829E-04 1.872uE:-04 1.1435E-LJ4 1.5944E-04 1.3863E-04 1.0554E-C4 5.0809E-05
) 2 .0407E-()'~ .: .05'15[-0', 2.0407[-C4 1. S 829E- C4 1.ESI6E-C4 1.7334E-()4 1.6259E-04 1.4750E-04 1.2019E-04 5.5559E-05
't I.S48tE-04 1.9329E-04 1.9.:l29E-04 1.9486E-04 1.8120E-04 1.1334E-C4 1.6219E-04 1.5297E-C4 1.3514E-C4 1.0511E-04
') 1.330lE-J" 1.3120E-0', 1. !:l816E-04 1. E 720[-04 1.83ClE-04 1.1435E-J't 1.6259E-04 1.'5291E-04 1.4030E-04 1.U:51E-C4
J•.l 1.63<;6E-J4 1.7435E-04 1.1)3'~E-04 1.7334E-04 1.74:5E-04 1.6d96E-C4 1. '5'i44E-04 1" 475CE-C4 1.3514E-C4 1.2651E-04
1. '51281='- J4 1. 59 4 'tr - 0 4 1. t259E-04 1.6220E-04 1.6259E-04 1.5944E-Ll4 1.5128E-04 1. 3863E- 04 1.201 SE- 04 1.C517E-C4
l' l.270 3 [-(JIt 1.3863E-04 1.4750E-C4 1.5297E-04 1. '5297E-04 1.415CE-04 1.3863E-04 1.2103E-04 1.0554E-04 5.5559E-05'J
) S.63J7E-Q5 1.0554E-C4 1.2019E-04 1.3514E-04 1.4030E-04 1.3514E-04 1.2J19f-04 1.0'554E-C4 9.6337E-CS "i.0810E-05
lJ 7.5501[-05 5.0810E-05 5.5559['-05 1. C577E-04 1.265lE-04 1.2651E-04 1.0S11E-04 5.5SS9E-05 5.0810E-05 1.5S01E-05
U 7.245'5E-)5 4.3395[-05 1.Z346F-05 5.268'5E-05 I.C669[-04 1.13911~-C4 1. CH9[-C4 !:. 2685E- C5' 1.2346E-05 4.339SE-05
12 7.13771:-05 6.873 7E- 05 3.97"5[-05 4.40<)4E-05 8.7725E-05 1.0443f-C4 1.0443E-04 8.712 5E- 05 4.4C<;4E-C5 3.S1S'5E-(5
1] 'j. <314CE-)5 6.4491F-OS 6.3939E-05 6.4284E-05 7.4891E-05 f. 6S06E- J5 9.0102E-OS 8.6506E-1)5 1.4896 E-05 6.4284E-CS
14 ~.3941F-J5 4.5485E-C5 5.2831F-05 5.2927F-05 5.73 05 E-05 6.S803E-u5 6.6164E-05 6.6164E-05 6.'5803E-C5 5.1305E-(5
15 1.453<;E-05 2.1047E-05 3.0017E-C5 3.289CE-C5 3.1067E-05 ~.8405[-05 4.C478E-05 3.6319E-OS 4.0478E-05 3.84QSE-05
16 6. lJ63E-)6 9.10 CSE-06 1.2531[-05 1.5178 E-05 1.6127F-0'l 1.H8IE-e5 1.9173F-C5 1.S183E-CS 1.<J183E-05 1. eH 73E-05
11 2.1tl18E-u6 3.493)E-J6 4.8'72SE-06 6.178GE-06 7.C329E-06 7.6272E-06 8.2438[-06 8.6UOE-06 6.66'58E-C6 e. 61lCE- (6
UJ 3.2603':-'07 6.4558E-07 9.S556E-01 1.2570E-06 1.4983E-06 1.6660[-)6 1.80361:-06 1. S 132E-C6 1. <;61<;E-06 1.9619E-06
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 7.<'4541::-05 1.1377[-05 S.81'tCE-(5 3.3941E-05 1.4S39E-QS t.l063E-J6 2.1618E-06 3.2603E-07
2 4.3J'i:E-05 6.3231[-C5 6.4491E-05 4.5485E-05 2.1047[-05 9.1005F-06 3.4930E-06 6.455 8E- (7
1.2346E-05 3.9195E-05 6.393~E-0'i 5.2:B1E-C5 3.C017F-05 1.2531E-05 4.8925E-06 9.'555SE-C7
....
:I J:-
4 5.26ESF-)5 4.4094E-05 6.4284E-1)5 5 .2CJ26 E-05 3. 2890 E-05 1.517H- C5 6.178CE-C6 1.257CF-(6
'5 l.066SE-J4 8.772 5E -05 1.48S6E-OS 5. 13 C5E-05 3.1067E-0'5 1.6127[-05 7.0329[-06 1.4S88E-C6
6 t.1391F.-04 1.J443E-04 8.65J6E-05 6.5803E-05 3.840 5E- 05 1. 148 1E- ,) 5 7.62111:-06 1.6660E-06
7 1.066<;[-04 1.04-43E-C4 ".G102E-O'5 6.616'!E-05 4.0478E-05 1.9113 E- 05 S.2438E-06 1.8036E-C6
'3 '5.2085E-05 fl.7725E-05 8.t5C6E-05 6.616 3E- 05 3.6319E-05 1.9183E-05 8.6110E-06 1.9132E-06
'1 1.234tE-)5 4.4aS4E-05 1.48S6E-0'l 6.5803E-05 4.0478E-05 1. 'i 183 E- C5 E.t651E-Ct 1. <;tl9E- C6
11 t;.;39~E-)'5 3.9795[-\)5 6.4294[-0'i 5.1305E-05 3.84C5E-05 1."173E-C5 8.6110E-06 1.9619E-06
11 7.2454E-05 6.8236E-D5 6.3939E-05 5. 2926E-05 3.1)(: JE-05 1.7481E-05 S. 24 38E-C6 1.S132E-C6
12 f.92HE-05 7.1311E-05 6. ,t4"lE-05 5.283lE-05 3.2890F-05 1 .612 TE - ,) ':> 7.621lE-06 1.EC3CE-C6
1) 6.3939[-05 6.4491E-05 5.81'IOE-05 4.548 5E- 05 3.CJl1E-05 1. 51 7~E-C5 7.029[-06 1.6t60E-06
14 5.292tE-05 '5.2::l31E-05 -4.5485E-05 3.3941E-05 2.1047E-0"i 1.2531 E-C5 6.178CE-06 1.4S88E-06
15 :.1067f-J5 3.2'3<;,JE-05 3.0017E-0'5 2.1047E-C5 1.4539E-C5 S.lOO4E-C6 4.8925E-06 1.2510E-06
16 1.7481=-J5 1.6127[-05 1.5118 E-0 ') 1.2531E-0'5 Q.lJC4E-06 6.10621::- C(, 3.493CE-C6 S. '5555E- C1
l7 8.2438E-06 7.6271[-06 7. J32'"JE-U6 6.1 JeDE-06 4.8925E-06 3.4930E-J6 2.161flF.-06 6.4558E-07
1d 1.9132[-06 1.8036[-0(, 1 .6 c'> 6 J r -!J f, 1.4988E-06 1.257:1E-06 S.5555E-:;7 6.-4558E-07 3.2603E-C7
3 AQJCINT FlUX GRCUP
2 3 4 S 6 7 8 CJ 1C
1 I.7942E-04 I.7778E-04 1. 7291E.,..04 1.6506E-04 1.S485E-04 1.4261E-04 1.2718E-04 1. C653E- C4 8.1623E-OS 6.4420E-OS
2 I.777flF-04 1.7778E-C4 1.7450E-04 1.6800(-04 1. S858E-04 1.4743E-04 1.3432E-04 1.164SE-04 8.<;876E-C5 '5. 13 7<; E- CS
] I.72 cHE-D4 1.7450E-04 1.7291E-04 1.6800E-04 1.59 SI E-04 1.4736E-04 1.3720E-04 1.2401E-C4 1.0180E-04 S.6815f-05
4 I. csCtE-04 1.6800E-04 1.6800E-04 1.6506E-04 I.5858E-04 1.4736E-04 1.3687E-04 I.281QE-04 1.13t:lE-C4 9.0464E-OS
5 1.5485E-04 1.S8S8E-04 I.5951E-04 1. 58S 8E- 04 1.5485E-04 1.4143E-C4 1.3720E-04 1.2819E-04 1.l782E-04 1.0630E-04
6 1.42C1E-04 1.4743E-04 1.4736E-04 1.4736E-04 1.4743E-04 1.4261E-04 1.3432E-04 1.• 24CIE-04 1.13HE-04 1.0630E-04
7 1.21lBE-Q4 1.3432E-C4 1. 372 OE - 0:' 1.3687E-04 1.3720E-04 1.3432 E-04 1.2718 E-04 1.1645E-04 1.G18CE-C4 C;.GH4E-C5
8 I.06S3E-04 1.164SE-04 1.2401E-04 1.2819E-04 1. 28I9E- 04 1.2401E-C4 1.I645E-C4 1.0653E-C4 8.9S76E-05 5.6815E-C5
9 e. 162 3E-05 8.9876E-05 1.0180E-04 1.136lE-04 1.17A2E-04 1.136lE-04 1.0180E-04 8.CJe76E-CS 8.1623E-CS S.131'3E-C5
1,) 6.4420E-05 S.1380E-05 5.6816E-05 <;.C464E-05 1.0630E-04 1.063CE-C4 9.0464E-05 S.6815E-OS 5.131'3E-OS 6.4420E-05
11 t. C7ScE-OS 4.3487E-C5 2.1713E-05 5.3S34E-05 9.0238E-OS 9 • CJ 8 1 9 E- 0 S '3.0238E-05 5.3S34E-C5 2.1713E-C5 4.3481E-C5
12 S.8990E-05 5.7251E-05 3.9971E-OS 4.4419E-05 7.4429E-OS 8.761SE-OS 8.761SE-05 7.4429E-05 4.4419E-OS 3.9910E-OS
13 4.17C7E-05 5.3113E-OS 5.3'J91E-05 S.390lE-OS 6.2616E-OS 1. 2122E- 05 7.S2C5E-0~ 7.2122E- C5 6.261SE-05 S.3900E-CS
14 2.7655E-05 3.70llE-OS 4.3088E-OS 4.3242E-05 4.6945 E-05 S.4112E-05 5.4572 E-05 5.4572E-05 S. 4112E- C5 Ji.c945E-C5
15 I.Z16BE-OS 1.7466E-OS 2.4331E-OS 2.6718E-05 2.58C7E-05 3.1333E-OS 3.313SE-OS 3.0357E-OS 3.313SE-05 3.1333E-05
16 ~.154EE-06 7.6S<;61:-C6 1.0449E-05 1.260lE-05 1.3475E-05 1.4628[-05 1.6007E-05 1. c U2E-OS 1.6112E-05 1.6007E-OS
17 1.7813E-06 2.9151E-06 4.C742E-C6 S.12ClSE-06 5.8446E-06 6.3S35E-06 6.E709E-06 1.1883E-06 7.2462E-06 7.1883E-0f:
13 2.1380E- J7 4.44S0E-C7 6.6039E-07 8.6761E-07 1.034!E-06 1.lSC9E-06 1.2471E-Cc 1.32S2E-06 1.36C8E-06 1.3608E-06
1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 6.Q7<>6(-OS 5.8990E-05 4.7707E-05 2.765SE-OS l.at:8E-05 5.1548E-06 1.7873E-06 2.I380E-C7 ......
2 4.348 7E- 05 5.725LE-05 5.3112E-05 3.7011 E-05 1.7466E-05 7.6S96E-06 2.9151E-06 4.4450E-07 U1
3 2.1713(-05 3.9970E-05 5.3C9lE-C5 4.3088E-05 2.4331E-05 1.0449E-05 4.0742E-06 6.6039E-07
4 '5.35341:-05 4.4419E-OS S.3900E-05 4.3242E-OS 2.6718E-OS 1.2601 E-OS 5.129SE-06 8.t:761E-C7
5 S .023 81:-05 7.4429E-OS 6.2615E-05 4. c945E-05 2.5807E-05 1.347SE-05 S.8445E-06 1.034lE-06
6 S.S8I8(-05 B.7615E-OS 7.2122E-05 S.4112E-OS 3.1333E-05 I.4628E-05 6.3535E-Ct 1. 15C'3E-Cf:
7 9.0238E-05 8.7615E-05 7. S205E-05 5.4S72E-OS 3.3134E-OS 1.6007E-05 6.8709F-06 1.2477E-06
8 5.3534F-05 7.4429E-05 7.2122E-OS 5.4572E-05 3.03S7E-OS 1.611;:E-C5 7.18 e 3E-Ci: 1.32S2E-06
Cl 2.1713E-05 4. '.419E-05 6.2Cl5E-05 5.4II2E-05 3.3134E-05 1.6112E-05 1.2461E-06 1.3608E-06
1 ,) 4.34E7E-OS 3.9970E-05 S.3900E-OS 4.6945E-OS 3.1333E-05 1. 6007E- 05 7.1883E-Oc 1.3c08E-C6
11 t.C7St:E-OS S.7250E-05 S.3C91E-05 4.3242E-OS 2.580H-05 1.4628E-05 6.8709E-06 1.3252E-C6
12 5.72S0~-05 5.8'390E-05 S.3112E- 05 4.3088E-05 2. e718E-05 1.3475E-05 6.3S3SE-06 1.2477E-06
13 5.30S1E-05 ':i.3l12E-OS 4.77e7E-OS ).7011E-05 2.4331E-05 1.2601 E-05 5.8445E-06 1.1509E-06
14 4.3242E-05 4.3088E-05 3.70llE-05 2.76SSE-C5 1.74c6E-05 1.0449E-OS S.129SE-06 1.034lE-06
IS 2.58C7E-05 2.6718E-05 2.4331E-05 1.746H-05 1.2168 E-OS 7.cSC16E-06 4.0742E-C6 8.6761E-C7
16 1.462PF-OS 1.3475E-C5 1.2601E-05 1.0449E-05 7.6S'36E-06 5.1S48E-06 2.91S1F-06 6.6039E-07
17 6.8709E-06 6.353'51::-06 S.844SE-06 5.129SE-06 4.C742E-Qc 2.<;ISIE-Q6 1.7873E-06 4.4450E-07
13 1.3252E-06 1.2477E-C6 1.IS09E-06 1.034IE-06 8.6761E-07 6.603QE-07 4.44S0E-07 2.I380E-C7
L ADJOPJT FLUX GRDUP
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2.1i:l31E-J4 2.1632E-04 2.10431:-04 2.0100E-04 1.8894E-04 1.7493E-04 1.5836E-04 1.3857E-04 1.1682f-C4 9.1847E-(5
2 2.1632E-04 2.1632[-0/. 2.1236E-04 2.0452E-04 1.931'8E-04 1.8039E-04 1.t591E-04 1.4801E-04 1.2619E-04 1.0142 E-04
3 2.10ii3E-04 2.1236E-04 2.1043[-04 2.0452E-04 1.9435E-04 1.7990 E-04 1.6946E-04 1.5515E-04 1.3556E-C4 1.0«;65E-04
4 2.JI00[-04 2.0452E-04 2. 0452E- 04 2. CICOE-04 1.9328E-04 1.799OE-04 1.6956E-04 1.6010E-04 1.4329E-04 1. 2349E- Cii
5 1.889iiE-)4 1.9328E-04 1.9435E-04 1.9328E-04 1.8894E-04 1.8039E-04 1.69iiH-Cii 1.-6CI0E-C4 1.4623E-04 1.3124E-04
/} 1.7493F.-04 1.8039E-04 1.7990E-04 1.7990[-04 1.8039E-04 1.7493 E-04 1.6591E-04 1.55151:-04 1.ii329E-C4 1.3124E-C4
r 1.5:3 HE-04 1.6591E-04 1.6946 E-04 1.6956E-04 l.t946E-,)4 1.6591E-04 1.58361:-04 1.4801E-C4 1.3556E-04 1.2349E-C4
n 1. B57E-04 1.48CIE-04 1.5515E-04 1.6010E-04 1.6010E-04 1.5515E-04 1.4801 E-O 4 1. 3857E- C4 1.2619[-04 I.C965E-04
<) 1.1682E-04 1.2619[-04 1.3556E-04 l.ii329E-04 1.4623E-04 1.4329E-04 1.3556E-04 1.2619E-04 1.1682E-04 1.0142E-C4
1] S.7847[-05 1. (Jl42E-C4 I.C96')E-04 1.2349[-04 1.3125f-04 1.3125 E-04 1.234'1[-04 1.(9t5E-C4 1.01ii2E-Cii S.7847E-(5
11 3.4497E-05 8.5226E-05 8.2663E-05 1. OOO')E - 04 1.1422E-04 1.1875E-04 1.1422[-04 1.0005[-04 8.2662E-C5 8.5226E-(5
12 i.3QC7E-05 7.7402E-05 7.6948E-05 8.3502E-05 Cl. 6733 E-O') 1.0356E-C4 1.0355E-04 S. f 133E-C5 8.35C2E-C5 1.6948E-C5
13 5.8754E-05 6.53; 3E-05 6.9470E-05 7.3837E-l.l5 8.0503E-05 8.6567E-05 8.8796E-05 8.6567E-05 8.05C2E-05 1.3837E-(5
I l t 4.1670E-05 4.9878E-05 5.5190E-C5 5.9247E-05 6.399)E-05 6.8307E-05 7.0815E-05 7.0815E-05 6.8307E-05 6.3990E-C5
15 ~.4;2V:-05 3.10ii3E-0,) 3.8288E-05 4.1926E-05 4.3446E-05 4.8710E-05 5.0755E-05 4.<;280E-C5 5.07~5E-05 4. E71CE-05
16 I.2996E-05 1.7436E-05 2.16 50E- 05 2.5003[-05 2.71 ii3E-05 2.9236E-05 3.110'H-05 3.1621E-05 3.1621 E-05 3.1104E-05
17 5.5535E-06 8.2334E-)6 1.0608E-05 1.2647E-05 1.420JE-05 1. 5415E- 05 1.644lE-C5 1.7C7H-C5 1.7252E-05 1.7076E-05
1'3 1.1589F.-Q6 2.J7C6E-06 2.8315E-06 3.5029E-06 4.0463F-06 ii.4675E"-06 4.8052[-06 5.0535E-Ct 5.17l:2E-C6 5 • 11(: 2 E- C6
"11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 C1'
1 E.44<;6E-C5 7.JJC7F-C5 5.8753E-05 4.1669[-05 2.43n[-05 1.2996E-05 5.5535F-Ot 1.158SF-C6
2 fl.5226E-05 7.7402[-05 6. '5 333E- 05 4.S878E-05 3.10ii3E-05 1.74361:- 05 8.2334E-06 2.0706E-06
:3 E.2662E-05 7.6943E-05 6.9469E-05 ').5189E-05 3.8288E-05 ~.165CE-C,) I.C608E-05 2.E375F-C6
4 I.COC~E-)4 8.35C2E-05 7.3837E-05 5. 9247E-05 4.1926E-05 2.5003 E-C5 1.2647E-05 3.5029E-06
5 1.1422<':-04 J.6733[-05 8.05')2E-05 6.3990E-05 ii.3446E-05 ~.7143E-C5 1.42C3E-C5 4.C463E-06
6 1. 1"l7 ~E-O(t 1.035')1':-04 8.6567E-05 6.8306E-05 4.8709E-05 2.9236E-05 1.5415E-0'5 ii .46 75E- C6, 1.1422E-04 1.0355E-04 9. E796E- e5 7.0814E-05 5.C755E-05 3.11C4E-05 1.6441F-05 4.8052E-06
8 1. CCC5E - J4 9.6733F-05 8.6567E-0,) 7.0814E-05 4.9280 E-05 3.1621 E-05 1.7076F-05 5.0535E-06
9 g.2662E-05 8.3502E-05 8.05C2E-05 6.8306[-05 5.C755E-0~ 3.1621E-05 1.7252E-05 5.1762E-06
1) 8.5226E-)5 7.6948E-OS 7.3837E-05 6.3990E-05 4.87 C9 E-05 3. llC4E- e5 1.7076E-C5 5.1762E-C6
11 8.4496[-05 7.7402E-05 6. 9469E-\)'5 5.9247[-05 4.3446E-05 2.9236E-05 1.644lE-05 5.G535E-06
12 7.7'.02[-05 7.J007E-05 6.5333E-05 5.5189E-05 4.1926[-05 2.71 ii3E- e5 1.5415E-05 4.8052E-06
13 f.9ii6SE-05 6.5333E-05 5.C753E-05 4.S87AE-05 3.8288E-05 2.5003E-05 1.4203E-05 ii.4t7~E-Ct
14 5.9247E-05 5.5189E-05 4. S f' 76E-05 4.166«;E-05 3.1043E-05 2.1650E-05 1.2647E-05 4.0462E-06
1'5 ~. 34461:-)5 4.1926E-C5 3.8289E-05 3.104JF-05 2.4j21E-05 1.7436E-C5 I.C608E-05 3.5 C2SE- C6
1:, ~.gz~6E-05 2.7143E-0:'> 2.5,JJ3E-C5 2.1t5JE-C5 1.7 1136[-05 1.2996E:-05 8.2333E-06 2.8375E-06
17 1.64iil::-J5 1. '5't 15E-05 1.42J3[-05 1.2647E-05 1. 06J3E- 05 E.2333E-(J6 5.5535E-C6 2. C70H-06
13 5.85j~F.-J6 I,. j,J 5?E -(,)11 4.46751::-06 4.C463F-06 3.50:?9[-O6 2.8375E-06 2.07C6E-06 1.15f'9E-C6
1 hDJCI~T FLUX GROUP
1 2 3 4 5 e 7 8 9 10
1 2.5226[-0/t 2. 5UO lE-04 2.4329E-O/t 2.3256E-04 2.1893f-04 2.0339E-04 1.8566 E-04 1.6532E-04 1.43 57E- (4 1.23 GCE-C4
2 2.50')1E-'04 2.5')01E-04 2.4549E-04 2.3656E-04 2.23P.OE-04 2.C925E-04 1.9344E-(4 1.7482E-C4 1.5334E-C4 1.3053E-04
3 2.4329E-04 2.4549E-04 2.4329E-04 2.3656E-04 2.24<)9E-04 2.0864E-04 1.9638E-04 1.8153E-C4 1.6203E-C4 1.3'121F-C4
It ?3256E-04 2.3656E-04 2.306E-C4 2.3256E-04 2. 23~OE-04 2.0864E-04 1.9592E-04 1.8535E-04 1.6846E-04 1.4875E-04
') 2.189':[-04 2.2380E-C4 2.2499E-04 2.2380E-04 2.1893E-04 2. (925 E-C4 I.S638E-04 1. e5 35E-04 1.7084E-C4 1.5455E-04
b 2.033SE-04 2.0925':-04 2.096/tE-04 2. C864E-04 2. C925E-04 2.0339E-04 1.9344E-04 1.8153 E-04 1.6846E-04 1.5455E-04
7 1.35 6tE- 04 1.9344E-04 1.9638E-04 1.<1592E-04 1.9638E-04 1. 9344E- C4 1.85e6E-04 1.7482F-G4 1.620E-04 1.4875E-04
8 1. e5 3 ?E-04 1.7482E-04 1.8153E-C4 1.8535F-Q't 1.8535E-04 1.8153E-04 1.7482E-04 1.6532E-04 1.5334E-04 1.3921E-(4
~ 1.4357E-04 1.5334E-04 1.{,203E-04 1.6846E-04 1.7084E-04 1.6846E-04 1.6203E-04 1.5334E-O,4 1.4357E-04 1.3053E-G4
la 1.230CE-04 1.3053E-04 1.3<121E-04 1.4875 E-04 1.5455 E-04 1.5455 [-04 1.4875 E-04 1.3g21E-04 1.3C53F-C4 1.230CE-G4
11 1.0513E-04 1.1087E-04 1.15(9E-04 1.2692f-04 1.3623E-04 1.3<157E-04 1.3623E-04 1.26<12E-04 1.1509 E-04 1.1087E-04
12 e.958~E-J5 9.5724E-05 9.<;867E-05 1.0716f-04 1.1680E-04 1.2202E-04 1.22C2E-04 1.1680E-C4 1.0716E-04 9.9866E-05
13 7.0838E:-05 7.8981E-05 8.5152F.-Oj 9. C<199E-05 g.74'50E-05 I.C269E-04 1.0464F-04 1.0269E-04 9.145CE-C~ s. C9c;8E- C5
14 5.1742E-)5 6.0815E-05 6.7174E-05 7.2684f-05 7 • 80 ': '0 E- 0 5 E. a 50E- 05 8.4859E-C5 E.4859E-C5 8.2150E-05 7.804C;;F-C5
15 ;.235'>E-05 4.0213E-05 4.8103E-05 5.2764E-05 5.5550E-05 6.J777E-05 6.3050E-0': 6.2199E-C5 6.3049E-C5 6.C777E-C5
16 1.8522E-05 2.41C6E-05 2. 9295E- 05 3.3509E-05 3.t472E-C5 ;.9139E-05 4.1322E-05 4.2084E-05 4.2083E-05 4.1321E-05
17 E.S74::E-C6 1.2582E-05 1.5834E-05 1.8644E-05 2.0862E-05 2. 261G E-05 2.4016E-05 2. 4886E- e ~ 2.5146E-05 2.4886E-C5
18 ~. ,]1431"-)6 4.7'521E-06 6.2772E-06 7.6215E-06 8.7390E-06 '>.6252E-06 1.0325E-05 1.0826E-05 1.1077E-05 l.l071E-05
1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1.051::E-04 9.d5E4E-05 7. C838E-05 5. 1742E-05 3.2359E-05 1.8522 E-05 8.9742E-06 3.0742E-06 .....
2 1. 108 7[-04 9.5724E-05 7.8981E-05 6.0815E-05 4.0212E-05 2.41 06E- 05 1.25821"-05 4.7521E-06 .....
3 1.15C~E-04 9.9866E-05 8.5151E-05 6.71 74E-05 4.8103E-05 2.9295E-05 1.~834F-05 6.2772E-C6
4 1.2692E-04 1.0716E-04 9. es<; SE-05 7. 2684E- 05 5.27 63E-05 .3.35C9E-05 1.8644E-05 7. e214E-06
5 1. 3{, 23E- D4 1.1680E-C4 '1.7450E-05 7.8049E-05 5.5550E-05 3.6472 E- 05 2.0862E-05 8.7390E-06
6 I.;'} 5 7r-Jlt 1.2202E-04 1.0U9E-04 8.2150E-05 6. C717E-05 3.9139E-05 2.2610F-05 9.6252E-C6
7 1.3623E-J4 1.2202E-04 1.0464E-04 8.4859E-05 6. 3049E- 05 4.1321E-05 2.4016E-0~ 1. C325E-0~
-9 1.2692E-04 1.1680E-04 1.0269E-04 8.4859E-05 6.2199E-05 4.2083[-05 2.4885E-05 1.0826E-C5
9 1.15C9E-04 1.0716E-04 9.7450E-05 8.215C[-05 6.3049E-05 4.2::>83E-05 2.5146E-05 1.10HE-05
10 I.10E7E-0/+ 9.S8e6E-05 9.C<;c:laE-05 7.8049E-05 6.0777E-05 4.1321E-05 2.4885[-05 1.1077E-05
11 1.0513[-04 '1.5724E-05 a.5151E-05 7.2684E-05 5.5550E-05 3.913CJE-05 2.4016[-05 1.0826€-05
17 c;.5724':-)5 8.8';84[-05 7.8<18lE-05 6.7114E-05 5.2763E-05 3.64 72E- C5 2.2610E-C!: 1. C325E-C5
13 B.5151f-J5 7.8981E-05 7.0838E-05 6.0814F-05 4.8103E-05 3.350CJE-05 2.0862E-05 9.6252E-06
14 7.2684':-05 6.71 74E-05 6.0814E-05 5.1742E-05 4.0212E-05 2.9295E-05 1.8644E-05 8.7390E-06
15 5.555CE-05 5.2H3E-05 4.8103E-05 4.0212E-05 3.2359F-05 2.41.o6E-05 1.5834E-05 7.6214E-C6
16 ). H 3SF-05 3.6472E-05 3.35CgE-OS 2. '72Cl5E- 05 2<4!t:I'.E-1J5 1.8522E-05 1.2581E-05 6.2772E-06
17 2. ItOleE-05 2.261)E-05 2.C862E-()5 1.8644E-05 1.5834E-05 1.2581E-C5 8. 'H 42 E- 06 't.1521E-C{;
1'1 1.03 UF-J5 1.0325[-0 '5 9.t252E-C6 8.73<10E-06 7.6214E-06 6.2772E-06 4.7521 E-Oe 3.0742E-06
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2. Sample Problem B2
Only flux calculations without the printing of fluxes and sources.
The following strategy is assumed in the iteration process: five
inner iterations, in the first outer iteration, four inner iterations
in the second outer iteration, three inner iterations in the third
outer iteration, and two inner iterations in the next outer iteration.







Programm _HEXAG'!... •!I_.5A'!.~Jf ~ROB~L:'M i3 2 __ Datum Name- Blatt-Nr. _
SOL_ I 601 I 701 I MI
=(8LI1(oSI.Z.Gi =1294 J,~~'I1H=.'V.esJ.... I .... I
11(;;-.r;r.43,F:QQ( ,PD ,VN/I~::,SYSqA.~.SPACF~{M,94 .1Io.)."OCIB~~ •.IjT1~~gO.1 . I, , , , 1 , , , . I , ' , ' I I ~
11.G:-~,r"~,l=,qo.f,.DA ,u,I\{,,T,=,S.Y.S,~~vS,PACf,~(~12.9,4),6),),D...fß~~·,~1j12~QQ1,,,, I ,1, ... 1.,. I"" I
{L!!;·,lir:1,S.l~QOl, PD. ,VAO.rI=SY.S,~A,),SPA~E,::, (~12,9,4,).'),)~~8~~.,F1j1~Fpqf. , , , I , . , , I , , , . I , , , , I , . , , I
//'6;-,'1'.1,6,17001. DD. ,V.N"TI:,S,y.stV~,),.s.PACF,,=:(~2,9,4,,,5i),)DCB.::~·,J9i~2FOq1, " , I , " 1 I, , , , I, '." I, , , , I
//,~.,IjT,1,1:~~1, pp, ,VN',TI:,S,Y,S~Al.St?"+C,E;~(~2,9,t".5[}~~=~-,e1j~?Fqqf"" I, I"" I", I "I
1/,G:..'jr,1,8,~q~f DA ,VN,.rI:.,Sy.s,~A,\,~PAC.E,~(~2,94),"'I),)Qfß~*·,I=1j~4Fqq1 , I"" I" "I '" I"" I
/1.~~Ffr,20F()O,1 PD V~/.rI:,.s'yS,Q,q,I,.s,~-1C~,~ (~1294,,1il,)D~e~~ • .c:T;"~~l7~g~, , I , , , , I , , ' , I , "I I
/.1, (r., 3 y ,.:J.t ,IV, I ~~ ,...., I , , , , I , , ' , I . , , ' I , , , , I, . , . , ' , I , , ' ,I , , I , " I,." I , , ' , I " I", I
"" "".1,'" I 1 ,~ 1,1 I I, I ,1",1""1,,.,1
I .... I ,I" . , I . , . , I . , . , I .... I
DATEN KARTEN
Programm_HEX~GA-1L_SJtt1E~~ PR..PßLEI1_6.g Datum NamE" Blatt-Nr. __1 _
I 1 101 I N ~()T ~A r.4 1 l" 1 "1 ' .. 1 ." 1 "' 1 "1
I
1/" , I I, , , , I , , , , I, , , , I , , , ,I '" I, ' , , I, , , ' I. ,f" , , I , " , I, , , , I, , , , I , , , ' I , . , ' I
,SA.I1.P,LE. P.RO.BL~I1I.ß2 I ." I , , , , I " ,1"" I , " I"" I , ' , , I , , , , I , , , ' I , , , ' 1
~ I I" I " I" I, I ',Ilei, I I I ..L.. ' , " I 1" f, "
, 5 , I 3, , , ,0 . , jj , ,2,1. I • ,1. , I ,1, , , 12, , , ,2, .. ,0 1 , , J,. ,2.3,3,2.5 , , . , J
, , , I , , , , I , , , , 1 . , , , I . . , . I ; , , , , , L , • I , , , , I
1, I , 1, , , ,1, , , 11, , , ,11 , , 9,1 , ,2, )0 LL, ,12 ,31,,3, I , 3, , L, , , , I I , , , , , , , ' , " "I"" I I
co
, , 1, L~1, ' I :1. , , 1 , , , 1, , , LL~2, ' I ,2, , ' ,2, ,~~~,-_L-LJ __ ,_~_" I , i ' , , ' I , , , , " " I " I ~
1, I , ,1, , , ,-1 ' , ,1. , , ,11 , , ,1, I ,11. ,.J.~o_,- ,2,0. , ,3, , ,J.,---L--,--,--~__L,~ I , , I "1",,',,, ' I " ,I
Li, ,1, ,1,1, , , ,1, , ' ,11 "1,. l.~_L-,-~_.,~~,~~LL~L_L.,, , L..-, , , ' , , , I, , , , I" ,1", I
I
I ' , ,1, I , ,1, , I ,1, , , 11 ,-.".21 , , 1, L,1:1, , I :4J_~_~..tl.~,21 , , 3, I~, I . , , , I , , , , I , , , , 1 , , I , I , , , , , ' , , , I
I
I ' , ,1, I I ,1, , I ,L~~~L,-_~~1.~L_~~~1...J~2'-_'-'J..JLL_,_.~t i ,1 , , I ,I '_L.>. ' I , I " "", I, ., I
1, I , .1. ,I 1, , . 8 , , Si , , ,1, 1~1.~~Ji~,~ , 12, , ~,~ ~.,_":LL, 3. , 1----,-, ' , , I ' , , , , " I , , I I ' , , I
1, I , ,1 , I ,1 ,1~-,-,-,J"L..J_1...L~i..,,_Lg,.",_~1g,~,.....JL_L_.LI,.3. , I ' I' I ,~, 1"" I , ' , , I , , ' , I ,
I , ,1, I ,-,1, , I .1. , ,J·t , , ,"!J 'i-.,1,-L,1'?'-uJ I . ,2L.,_,?I~,~3L-,--,--,3, I , , , ,-L ,. 1 , " I"" I , , I ' I ' " I", I
1, I , ,1, , I ,1, I IL, 11 , , ,1, I ,~~~~ , ,31 ,,3, I 3 I I , , . , I , , , , I ' , , , , , , , , 1 ' I , , I
1, , ,,1, , I ,6, , , 11 , , 11 ,1 I . 9. ~&, , ,2, . . 21 1 1 ,3. I , 3, , I .. , , I, ,I, I , , I ' , , I I , --'--' , I , " J
DATEN KARTEN
Proqramm Datum NamE' Blatt-Nr. __<- __
I ' 101 , 20t I :Jl1 I 1,01 I 51:1' I 601 I 701 I IllI
i
I ,.1. I 5: 1,1", d, ,,11 ,1,1, ,2, , I ,2, 12~1. 3, I. ,I".', " ,I, , ' ,I , ' I, "I.,., I
,oJl , , ;3, 1 , I , 'u' , I , . I I 1 I , ,
~3.., I , 3, , I , " I",. 1 "I I. , ' I '" I
2, , , 3, , ' 3, ~_L,~, I I" I , 1 , , , ,I '" I
~~~_~~ I i ,. i ".1,",.1. I CO
-,-,--J~L-J,-,-L_~~l , ,I ,,, 1 " " I '" I
,;J, , ,3, J , 3, ,I " ~L, ,. I ,., I ,~, I , , , ' 1 ", I
;)1 , 3, 1 ", I I , , , . , , , , , I , , , , I , , , , I , , , , I
_L_~' I 3, I '" I , "I I, , , , , , ,I ., I
~._~. ,3, ,I, ",I, , I ",' I" I ",I
-'--'-LL-....-'-'-_L'-~o.-.--L~~I ",',.~,' I ~
L 1 I 2", ,2. , ,2,11 ._~ 3L 1 , J. , I ~ I , , ,. I . ,I"" I ", I
12 , , ,3, . , ,3. I ,3, ' I , ,. ,I . 1'", , " I" I I
~-'- I , 3, _,_L~~l , , , , , I , , , , I " I" I
W~ ,2", ,2", ,2 ,21 ,~I 2. , ~_~~~3 , ,3, I 3 1 1"" I, '" I" "I"" I, ,~
LL:t9, L, ,2, , ,19, . , 12. ,,191 2, .19.. , 2" ,211, , .~L ' 3. I . , . , I , , , , I , , , ' 1 ' , . , I , , . , I LL._' I , J
1. , , 6. -' I ,5', . , d, ,11 ,1, -- - .-
1 I 1 ,5 ,1 1~_, 1, 1 , .1 . I ,2, '
11 1 ,~ d 1, , , ,1. J .13 , Lc2, ' ,2P, ~~~
1 I 1 I 1 ,1 1, 1, 4 1 '2 12 31
, 10 1~.1~~1 ,1, , , ,1 , , ,'" , , ,1. , 14. , , 4 , , ,2 ,~
1, , , ,1, , I ,1, , . 11 , , ,1, , , ,2, , , fI. , , ,2, , , ,2 , ,31
2 , 1S I 1~ , ,,11, :1,3" ,2, ~~~12, ,2,1:
~u ' 4, , I .1, _' , ,2 .. ,11 , , 4, I , ,2, I~",I~~
19, I , 4, , ,1,2, ' , 12. , ,1,'" , , 4, I , ,2. , I 'l~_~210 ~~~
, ,2, I o~~L~~_~ , ,21 .~.~~, I , ,'; , LL-,-,~2,_
2, 2 116 .12 21 2. I ~~--J~,-~~
21 2 ,2 ,~ , , ?L-_._LL_,g~L2, , , 12,
~~~_, __ ,2, , I 2~'_L~,_,_,_,2L 'nLh'?' L.• ,~ Lj__~~"_.~_LJ~
DATEN KARTEN
Programm Datum NamE' Blatt- Nr. - -~-_
3, I ,2 1 ,3, .. 12. , , 31 , , ~, I , 3. , 1 2, , ' J, , , ,3,. 3, 1 ' 3 , I , , , , I , , , ' I , , ' , I " I", , I , . , ' I
I ' , ,v, I '~J 121, , , 13 ,,2,11 3, 1 ,2,1 I 3 ,2,1",3",,3 I , 3, , I , , , , I " ,1"" I , , , , 1 , , , ' f , , , , I
3 I 3, I 3 ,.3 3" , ~ 1 , ,3, ,) 3 ,13", JI , ' 3 I , ,) , ~---,-,-I , , , , I" 1--,--,--,- , I , I " ,I
I ,3 I ~, I ,3, , , 13, , , ,3, ' , ,3, J ,3 L ,3, , ' ,3, , ,~ , , ,3, 1 ,$ Ir, -,-----,---L-, ' , I , , , , Ir" I I , , , , I
3, , ' ,3 , I ,3, ' , ,3. , , 31 , , ,3 I , .3 , , ;3, , , ,3 , ,,3, ,3, I , ,3 , I '-'--' , , , , , , I , , ' , I ; , , " """" I
3, I ,~,_., ,3, , , ,3, , ' -:3, , , ,3, 1 "~ 1,3, r ,3, ,,3, ,3, 1 , , ' , I , , , , I I , ' , , , , , , , I, "I"" 1
,3, I ,3" I ,3, ' , ,?t , , ,3, , , ,3~__,_..3. ' 1 ,3, __, , ,3" ,~ ,~, I , a, ~_.~ I" i" , , i , , , , I , , ' ,I , ,I ~
3. I ,3" I ,~~3 , ,:31 , , ,3, I , ,3, ~---'---'-_~,~, , ,-a,-~,-._~~ r I", I , " I, "1",, I I
1~L~~, , I , , ' , I , , , , I ~~_L-,-_-,-~-,-~, r I , , , , I , , , , [, " L ' , , , , , , , I , , ' , I , ' , ' , , " I
I ' , ,1, I , ,1, _' I ,S: , ' 15 , , ,11 , , ,1, 1 , , ' ,61 ' r~_-,-....L........-~_, , 1 , , ,~'----'--'--, I " ,1"" 1 , , , , 1 , , , I Ir, ' , , , ' , , ,
, , ,1, I "_/~ , I ,4, ,~~ , Si ~~~ I " f1", ,-l~_L_J~L_'__'_L~ __ 1 " ,J."" I , , , , I , I , , I I" , I
$ I S, 1 ,1, . 11 , , 1, , , 1, 1 -"-,-~'~-'-I_L~L"-~~_,---L~~~_.1 , , , , 1 , , ' , I I , , , , , "I , , , ' , I
2 I , ,2, , ,,1, 11" .11,_,-,1...J~_L-O-~__,__,---_._,..L.~~~....J_~J_'_'_L..-.-~ I ' , , 1 ~, J"" I , ~ , 1 , " I, I
I ' , ,1, I~L1.L-,-_L2~.--,J2._~,_-,-1L~1,_j_ .._._J1fd ,_ L_L_,---L~~J_~,--,--,-L..........,~, , , . I , , I" , , , , . , ' I , " I, I I
I , , ~: : . ,'L. I .1. .. 11. . . 11 . . .1. I ,1.1, .~ .. I . J--~ I L. . . . I , , , , , , , , . I , , , , I , ,~
[2 ,2, , I ,~ , , I~ , , ,1\ 1 I , ' ,1,~ , , , I I > I ' • I > , , , I ,--'--"- 1 , ,~I. ,. I , , , , I , . , , I , ~~~ " I
DATEN KARTEN
Programm Datum Nam~ Blatt-Nr. _ " ---
I 11'11 I '01 I ~I I Lnl I erh I 601 I 70t I IWh
2 I 2 I" 14 11 1 I "31 I r I . , , I , , , , I , , , , 1 , , , , I , . , , , , , I , , , ' I
4 I 4 ,2 ,2 11 ., I -fit, I I 1 I 1 I I 1 , , , I , ' , , I
1 , ~ 14 l, 1, 1, 4~ I I I , , ' I . , , , I , , ' , , " , , , 1 , , , , I , , I , , , 1
2 I 2 ,2 ,2 4, 4, 161 , , , ,'I, , " I, ' , , 1 , , I , , , ' I , , ' , I , , , , I 1 , I , , I
21 2 I 4 14 21 2, 1'1, 1 I , , , I , , I , , , , I , ' , ' I , , , , I ; , , , I , ' , ' I , , ' , I
4, " ,2 ,2 2, 2, 181 I I I I I I , , , , I , , , , I , , , , I , , , ' I21 2 13 ,3 2I 2, 191 , I I ~~_"I , i ' , , , i , , , , I , , ' , I , , , I
3, 3 ,2 ,2 2 2 1 2~ , I ~~~~, I , ' , I , , , , I , , , , I , , , , I , , ' , I
,3, I , ~ , I ,3, , , ,3. , ' 2J , , ,2, , , , 21,--->- ' , , I , ' , I , , ' J , , , I , , , , ' , , , I , , ' , I , ' , , I , ' , I , , , 1
41 I I 1 , I I I I I , , , , I , , , , I , I , , , , I , , , , 1 ' , , , I ! , ! , I , , , , I
ITH€ ,~AHE llAr:~ ,1~ !/~ 1~A:HPt~ ,~fC:ß'-!:i~ , ,~ I ! , , : , , , , I , , , , I , ! , I , , ' , I , , , I , , I
5/ I I I 1 I I I I I , , , , I , , , , I , I , , , ' I ! , , , I , ' , I , ' , , I
ITHe 4AMc 0/1 rA .-1.5 I N ~AMP~E 1~R..()8Ll..=f4 4, 1 I I , , , , I , , , , I , , , I I
6/ I I I I , , , I L , ' , I '-' , , I , , ,I , , , , I , , ' , I , , , . l , I , , ' , I , , , ! I , , , I , I
o ,100 15 ,2 1.pOOO I 1.0QOO iOE-,qS' , ,1.. ,OE-O§ 2 I , ,2 ,lA,. ,~O.oIO, , , , I , , , , I , ................
I I I I , I I I I I I I"" I" "I, ,~, I , I
co
w
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FeB. 1975




3 NEUTKUN GR. THRllUGHOUT ~HICH NEUTROr\S ARE Dmm-SCATTERFO
S Ml\lERIAl CCMP.
) FISSIONAßlE cr~p.
0>.1332 C~ - MESH STEP
OLTER ßUU~DARY CC~D: lEFT - FlUX DERIVATIVE ~QUAl TO ZERO





THE lOCATICN OF HEXAGC~S
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
/ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I / I I I I I I I / / ./ / I I / I I I I I
1- * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * i ~ * 1 * * 9 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3
1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
3- * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * *17 * * 2 * *20 * * 3 * * 3 * *
* 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3
5- 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 6 * * 1 ~ *11 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 *
* * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * *
7- * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 8 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * *16 * * 2 * *21 * * 3 * * 3
1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
9- * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 7 * * 1 * *12 * * 2 * *20 * * 3 * * 3 * *
* 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3
11- 1 * * 1 * * 6 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * S * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 *
* * 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * *
13- * 1 * * 8 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * *21 * * 3 * * 3
1 * * 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
15- * * 1 * * 1 * * 7 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * *13 * * 2 * *20 * * 3 * * 3 * *
* 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * • 3 * * 3 * * 3
17- 10 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * *14 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * • 3 *
* * 1 ~ * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * *
19- * 2 * *15 * * 1 * *10 * * 1 * *13 * * 2 * *16 * * 2 * *21 * * 3 * * 3
2 * * 4 * * 1 * * 2 * * 1 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
21- * *lö * * 4 * *12 * * 2 * *14 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * ~20 * * 3 * * 3 * *
* 2 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3
23- 2 * * 2 * *16 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * *16 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 *
* • 2 * * 2 * * 2 ~ * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * *
75- * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * *21 * * 3 * * 3
2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 •
27- ~ *19 * * 2 ~ *19 * * 2 * *1~ * * 2 * ~19 * * 2 * *21 * * 3 * * 3 * *
* 3 * * 2 * * 3 * * 2 * * 3 * * 2 * * J * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3
29- 3 * * 3 * *21 * * 3 * *21 * * 3 * *21 * * 3 * *21 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 •
* * 3 * ~ 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * *
31- * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3
3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
33- ~ * 3 * * 3 * * J * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * *
* 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3




THE MATERIAL SPECI~ICATION OF HEXAGCNS
* * .... '* * >\< * ~>l< *- ,.,. *
*" * T6 ,~ ,,~.... * "" *
* ,,~ * *>:< 15 * * Tl *>:< * * '*
~c * * * '* * :/tHNR* * * * * * *-" '* * '*',- :« T4 * * T2 *
* '* .. *
* * * *
'* -,je T3 '* *
* * ~c ::\I:
* * * * '" * '" ....
HNR Tl T2 T'3 T-'t T5 T6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 ., 2 2,-
3 3 3 J 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5
6 1 1 5 ') 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 5 5
8 5 5 1 1 1 1
9 2 2 1 1 , 1L
10 1 1 2 2 1 1
11 4 4 1 1 1 1
12 2 2 2 2 1 1
13 2 2 4 4 1 1
14 4 4 2 2 1 1
15 1 1 4 4 1 1
16 2 2 2 2 4 4
17 2 2 4 4 2 2
18 4 4 2 2 2 2
1q 2 2 3 3 2 2
20 3 3 2 2 2 2
21 3 3 3 3 2 2
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MATERIAL SpECIFICATION
CDMP \:.R NR DIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
1 G
! 2.f.1619E+00 2.8Z040E-02 1.18180E-02 1.68000[-01
2 I.s57085E:+OO 5.21410E-03 5.32520E-03 2.32000E-ol
3 7~Z248bE-Ol 1.1baOE:-02 1.041l0E-02 0.0
4 Q,,64199E:-Ol 2.65460E-02 l.bbllOE-02 0.0
SIGDS
G G--)G+l G-)G+2 G-)G+3
1 2.35910E-02 4 ..07910E-D6 4.44930E-OB
2 i .61530E:-D3 4.2.30C10[-08
3 ~ .68380[-03
COMP GR NR DIF ~:IGl NUSIGF CHI
2 G
1 2.87054[+00 2.87820[-02 1.49430E-02 "7 .b8000E-01
2 ·1.51136!:+OO 6.0491012-03 7.68870[-03 2.32000F-ol
3 7",1.2108[-Ol. 1 ..95100[-02 1.4B090E-oZ 0.0
4 9.42.97H-O: 3.31140E-02 3.81590E-02 0.0
S Il·OS
G G--)G+l G->b+2 G--)G+3
1 2.32620f-02 4,.64510E-06 4.'1o96BOE-oU
2 1.51HOE-Oj 4.072401:-08
3 4.34!40F.-03
COMP GR NR DIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
3 G, 2. .28 561HOO 3.5'1~90E-OZ 7.14210E-03 1.68000E-Ol...
2 1.17193f+00 5.l3fi550~-03 1.08250E-04 2.32000f-Ol
3 6.32475E-Ol 1.60410F-02 2.914l0E-04 0.0
4 ß .18 357E-0 1 1.334qO~-02 8 .46b 70E-04 0.0
SIGDS
G G--)G+l :;--)G+2 G-)G+3
1 3.2071OE-02 3&'88800[-06 4.50390E-oS
2 2.117t:>OE-03 9.00180E-08
:3 5.ß9110E-03
COMP GR NP. DIF SIGT NUSIGF CHI
4 G
1 2 D50301E+OO 2.4B140E-u2 0.0 0.0
2. 1.:H468F+00 1.64120[=-02 0.0 0.0
3 5 .. 14211f-Ol 7.21220E-ü2 0.0 0.0
4 6.1536QE-DJ. 1.68680E-Dl (;.0 0.0
SIGOS
G G--)C+l (';--)G+2 G--)G+3
1 2 ",294bOE-02 1.03200E-06 1.04890E-Oö
2 3.16870E-0} 1.03610E-12
3 8 cbf;I50E-03
COMP GR NI< DIF SIi.7T NUSIG~ CHI
5 G
1 4 ..61642E+00 1.31590[-02 0.0 0.0
2 2.90183f:+00 l..4~590t::-03 0.0 0.0
3 1 ..02118 E+OO 4.60010f-03 0.0 0.0
4 1.12963E+OO 7.86600[-04 0.0 0.0
SlGOS
", G--)G+1 G--)G+2 G--)G+3
1 1.29420[-02 6.[,1bOOc-07 6.99030E--f19
2 1.n710E-03 4.3t:EOC-12
3 .3 .45 ~30~-O~
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LOr,ARITH~IC BOUNDARY CONDITION PARAMETERS
GR NR PT NR LEFT TOP RIGHT BorrOM
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22 4.61148E-Ol 4.61148E-Ol
23 4.61148 E-O 1 4.6948E-Ol
24 4.61148 E-O 1 4.6948E-01





























18 4.6948E-Q 1 4.6948E-Ol






25 4.6S48E-01 4.6<1 48E-0 1
26 4.6G48E-01 4.6948E-01
21 4.6948E-01 4.6<J48E-Ol
2~ 8 4.6948E-Ol 4.6948E-Ol
29 4.b948E-01 4.6948 E-Ol










4 4.6S48E-01 4.69 48E- 01
') 4.6CJ48E-01 4.69 48E- 0 1
6 4.6S48E-01 4.6948E-Ol
7 4.6948E-Ol 4.69 4H E-O 1





































































1... 6948 E-O 1
4.6948E-Ol
4. 6<; 48 E- 0 1
4.6948E-Ol
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NG I T NI ER ER/FR
2 1 0.836721 0.976094 0.976C94
2 2 ).867133 -].036346 -!J.037237
2 3 O.8766l-4 -0.010Cl33 0.300798
2 4 ).882126 -) .006288 0.575105
2 5 0.895935 -).004311 0.686637
2 6 0.8'38813 -0.003247 0.752154
2 7 ~. 8911 01 -0.002574 O.7<J2658
l 8 J.892983 -u.00211l 0.820304
2 9 ).894562 -J .001768 0.837398
"' lC J.8')5904 - J. CO 1499 0.847896""2 LI 0.891055 -J .00 12e 5 C. 856E 70
2 12 0.898047 -0.0011 C5 0.860431
2 13 0.898902 - o. oe 0 '152 0.861087
2 14 1.89%43 -J .000824 0.865731
2 15 0.900285 -0.000713 0.865741
2 16 0.900840 -0.000616 0.863636
2 L7 0.901321 -0.00G533 0.865325
2 19 0.901739 -0.000463 0.869410
2 19 ).912099 -J.OJ0399 0.860182
') 20 0.902412 -0.000346 c. 868421""
2 21 0.902683 -0.000299 0.865014
2 22 0.902916 -).000258 0.863057
2 23 J.903119 -0.000224 0.867159
2 24 J.903293 -0.000192 0.855319
2 25 0.903445 -0.000168 O.fl15622
2 26 0.903576 -0.000144 0.857955
2 ~7 J.903689 -0.000125 0.867550
2 28 0.903H16 -0.OOOlC7 0.854962





INNER ITERS --) 2 3 4 5
TT NR OMEGAß OMEGAF K-EFF K-EFF CONV. GR NR
1 1.1681 1.1681 1.099179 3.8126E+02 1 1.00E+OO 6.25E-Ol 2.33E-Ol 1.99E-Ol 1.89E-Ol
2 1.00E+00 6.52 E-Ol 3.12E-Ol 2.19E-Ol 1.02E-Ol
3 1.00E+OO 5.91E-Ol 4.57E-Ol 2.46E-Ol 9.63E-02
4 1.00E+OO 6.13E-Ol 3.86 E-O 1 2.41E-01 1.36E-Ol
2 1.1687 1.1687 1.093054 6.1522E-03 1 4.64E+00 1.09E+00 4.12E-Ol 1.19E-Ol
2 4.61E-Ol 2.35E-Ol 1.26E-Ol 5.61E-02
3 8.95E-Ol 3. 48E- Cl 1.40E-Ol 7.22E-02
4 4.2lE-OI 1.8bE-01 8.0lE-02 4.98E-02
3 1.1687 1.1681 1.092194 1.8618E-04 1 2.92E-Ol 2.36E-Ol 1.40E-Cl
2 8.08E-02 6.54 E-02 4.10E-02
3 2.59E-Ol 1.08E-Ol 5.40E-02
4 2.19E-01 1.16E-Ol 4.97E-02
4 1.1681 1.1687 1.103693 1.0419E-02 1 1.14E-Ol 4 .92E- 02
2 4.17E-02 2.68E-02
3 1. llE- C2 2.08E-02
4 7.98E-02 1.97E-C2
5 1.1681 1.1687 1.114928 1.00HE-02 1 6.14E-02 6.56E-02
2 2.98E-02 2.09E-02
3 4.80E-02 1.63 E-02
4 4.35 E-02 1.78E-02




7 1.1687 1.1687 1.123012 2.0278[-03 1 1.26E-C2 1.26E-02
2 7.90E-03 4. HE-C3
3 1.14E-02 3.15E-03
4 9.63E-03 2.89E-03
8 1.1681 1.1687 1.123827 6.7210E-04 1 6.27f-03 5.34E-03
2 3.48 E-03 2.02E-03
3 4.71E-03 1.39E-03
4 3.57E-03 8.89E-04
9 1.1687 1.1687 1.124104 2.4688E-04 1 2.8lE-03 2.25E-03
2 1.48E-03 8. C9E- 04
3 2.01E-03 6.54E-04
4 1.65E-c) 4.06E-04
10 1.1681 1.1681 1.124236 1.1712E-04 1 1.34E-03 1.21 E-03
2 6.22E-04 3.46E-04
3 8.58E-04 2.16E-04
4 6.9lE-C4 1.55 F- 04
11 1.1687 1.1687 1.124329 8.2314E-05 1 8.64E-04 6.74E-04
2 2. 72E- C4 1.51E-04
3 3.10E-04 1.24E-04
4 3.00E-04 1.53E-05




4 1. 15 E- 04 3. 12 E- 05








15 1.1687 1.16-EJ7 1.124375 2.5630E-06 1 8.96E-05 5.69E-05
2 1.12F.-05 8.g8E-06
3 8. 46E- 06 4.65E-06
4 1.02E-05 7.27E-06








18 1.1687 1.1687 1.124378 C.o 1 1.24E-05 8.40E-06
2 3.87 f-06 3.99E-C6
3 3.81F-C6 4.41E-06
4 3. 58E- C6 2.86E-06
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3. Fine Mesh Problems
In this section all three versions of HEXAGA-II-120, -60 and -30 are
illustrated by results of calculations for aseries of problems (BI, 2, 3,
4, 6 and 8) derived from the reactor problem described 1n the previous
sections of this Chapter. These problems differ only with the size of mesh
step. BI corresponds to the original problem (Section I) with the mesh step
equal to 6.4665 cm, B2-mesh step divided by factor 2 (Section 2), and in
B3, B4, B6 and B8 these factors are 3, 4, 6 and 8, respectively. All
results of calculations summarized in two tables given on the next pages
are obtained with·the values of n= Oe = n~ estimated by the programme but
without the acceleration of sources (w = I) and for the following conver-
s
.. I -5 d I -6gence cr1ter1a: E~ < 0 an Ek < 0
eff
It is seen from the tables that HEXAGA-II-120 and -30 have the same behav~
iöur of convergence whereas in the case of HEXAGA-II-60 the rate of conver-
gence decreases stronger as the number of mesh points increases; this effect
is rather difficult to explain. The increase of number of inner iterations
per outer iteration above 4 or 5 (for HEXAGA-II-120 and -30) does not de-
crease the number of outer iterations which for this problem is equal to
about 20 independently of the number of mesh points in particular examples.
This means that a few inner iterations in all examples of this problem is
equivalent to the case in which the direct method would be used for solving
inner iterations. Moreover, it should be mentioned that HEXAGA-II is
especially effective for problems with a large numher of mesh points, CPU
time per mesh point per inner iteration 'decreases more than ten times
passing from BI to B8. In addition, increasing the number of mesh points is
accompanied by the reduction of costs per mesh point, for instance, in the
case of HEXAGA-II-120 costs per mesh point equal to 0.051 DM for BI reduce
to 0.022 DM for B8 and for HEXAGA-II-30 from 0.157 DM to 0.021 respectively.
In all problems it is observed the strong stability of keff independently
of the number of inner iterations per outer iteration.
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No.of Total Time per
HEXAGA No.of
inner No.of no.of CPIJ mesh pt.
Cl'U Total
Problem mesh Core - outer keff time per inner costs cOBts-II- region .n per innerpoints outer iters iters in sec iter. in in DM in DIIiter. msec
1 21 84 1.121673 18.7 0.688 6.8 16.5
2 20 160 1.121672 18.9 0.365 6.9 16.2
3 24 288 1.121671 23.2 0.249 8.5 19.5
120 324 214 1.141 ' 4
24 384 1.121671 26.6 0.214 9.7 20.9
5 24 480 1.121671 27.4 0.176 10.0 21.2
6 24 576 1.121671 27.9 0.150 10.2 21.4
7 24 672 1.121671 28.7 0.132 10.5 21.7
8 24 768 1.121671 29.7 0.119 10.8 22.1
1 21 84 1.121672 19.2 1.336 7.0 16.0
2 22 176 1.121671 22.0 0.732 8.1 17.5
3 26 312 1.121672 26.5 0.497 9.7 20.7
B1 60 171 196 1•1421 4 25
400 1.121671 26.1 0.381 9.5 20.2
5 24 480 1.121669 25.2 0.307 9.2 19.5
6 24 576 1.121669 24.9 0.253 9.1 19.4
7 25 700 1.121670 27.4 0.229 10.0 20.7
8 24 768 1.121670 26.5 0.202 9.7 20.0
1 17 68 1.121677 18.9 3.092 6.9 14.1
2 23 184 1.121675 25.4 1.536 9.3 18.7
3 24 288 1.121675 26.2 1.012 9.6 19.3
30 90 194 1.1287 4 24 384 1.121675 26.5 0.767 9.7
19.4
5 24 480 1.121675 27.1 0.626 9.9 19.6
6 24 576 1.121675 28.3 0.547 10.4 20.1
7 24 672 1.121675 28.9 0.478 10.6 20.4
8 24 768 1.121675 26.0 0.376 9.5 19.2
1 33 132 1.124375 43.2 0.267 15.8 42.0
2 22 176 1.124370 33.2 0.154 12.2 30.6
3 26 312 1.124373 43.8 0.114 16.0 31.6
120 1275 246 1.1590 4 23 368 1.124372 43.3 0.096
15.8 35.4
5 23 460 1.124372 47.5 0.084 17.4 37.2
6 24 576 1.124373 47.8 0.068 17.5 37.9
7 24 672 1.124372 51.6 0.063 18.9 39.5
8 24 768 1.124373 55.3 0.059 20.2 41.1
1 34 136 1.124372 38.4 0.448 14.0 33.4
2 26 208 1.124371 31.1 0.237 11.4 26.7
3 21 252 1.124371 27.0 0.170 9.9 22.7
B2 60 630 212 1, 1550 4
22 352 1.124371 29.6 0.133 10.8 24.3
5 23 460 1.124370 33.3 0.115 12.2 26.2
6 24 576 1.124370 36.7 0.101 13.4 28.1
7 24 672 1.124370 38.5 0.091 14.1 28.9
8 23 736 1.124368 39.3 0.085 14.4 28.7
1 30 120 1.124381 31.8 0.817 11.6 25.3
2 22 176 1.124380 24.5 0.430 9.0 19.6
3 21 252 1.124379 24.2 0.297 8.6 19.1
30 1.1520
4 22 352 1.124379 26.8 0.235 9.8 20.5
324 218 5 23 460 1.124379 26.1 0.175 9.5 20.6
6 24 576 1.124380 27.8 0.149 10.2 21.6
7 24 672 1.124380 29.0 0.133 10.6 22.2
8 24 736 1.124380 30.1 0.126 11.0 22.6
1 44 176 1.124961 64.8 0.136 23.7 62.7
2 28 224 1.124960 54.8 0.091 20.0 46.8
3 23 276 1.124961 54.7 0.073 20.0 43.2
120 2704 406 1.1720 4 21 336 1.124960 55.7
0.061 20.7 42.3
5 20 400 1.124960 56.0 0.052 20.5 41.7
6 21 504 1.124960 63.4 0.047 23.2 45.6
7 21 588 1.124959 68.6 0.043 25.1 48.0
8 23 736 1.124961 81.3 0.04' 29.7 55.0
1 58 240 1.124950 61.3 0.185 22.4 68.9
2 35 280 1.124950 44.0 0.114 16.1 45.7
3 26 312 1.124951 42.3 0.098 15.5 38.7
B3 60 1378 238 1.1655 4 23
388 1.124949 41.5 0.078 15.2 36.2
5 22 440 1.124950 43.3 0.072 15.8 36.3
6 22 528 1.124949 47.5 0.065 17.4 38.1
7 24 672 1.124950 57.0 0.062 20.8 43.4
8 23 736 1.124950 58.6 0.058 21.4 43.3
1 41 164 1.124977 50.4 0.438 18.4 42.3
2 29 312 1.124977 36.6 0.167 13.4 30.9
3 24 288 1.124976 32.5 0.161 11.9 26.9
30 702 220 1.1685 4 21 336 1.124975 29.3 0.124 10.7 24.25 21 420 1.124975 32.9 0.112 12.0 25.6
6 21 504 1.124974 34.9 0.099 12.8 26.5
7 23 644 1.124976 39.9 0.088 14.6 29.5
8 23 736 1.124975 42.0 . 0.081 15.3 30.4
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CPU mesh pt. CPU Total
Problem mesh - outer kerf
time per inner I costs costs
-II- region .n. per innerpoints outer iters iters in sec Her. in in DM in DM
iter. msec
1 59 236 1.125108 96.8 0.086 33.4 119.8
2 33 264 1.125096 74.7 0.059 27.3 78.3
3 25 300 1.125095 72.9 0.051 , 26.6 67.8
4 23 368 1.125097 78.7 0.045 I 28.8 68.1
120 4761 506 1.1795 5 21 420 1.125097 85.8 0.043 31.4 69.0
6 21 504 1.125096 96.2 0.040
I
35.2 73.7
7 19 532 1.125095 95.0 0.038 34.7 70.8
8 20 640 1.125095 110.2 0.036 40.3 79.0
1 80 320 1.125072 133.1 0.172 I 48.7 115.4
2 48 384 1.125076 89.3 0.096 I 32.6 74.7
3 31 372 1.125073 66.0 0.074 24.1 53.1
B4 60 2415 406 1.1720
4 28 448 1.125076 78.9 0.073 28.8 56.8
5 24 480 1.125076 73.2 0.063 26.8 51.6
6 23 552 1.125075 77.6 0.058 28.3 53.0
7 21 588 1.125072 77.1 0.054 28.2 51.4
8 21 672 1.125073 83.4 0.051 30.5 54.2
I 57 228 1.125124 70.0 0.251 25.6 70.0
2 33 354 1.125120 46.8 0.108 17.1 44.5
3 26 312 1.125119 41.2 0.108 15.1 37.7
30 1225 254 1.1775 4 23
388 1.125119 40.7 0.086 14.9 35.4
5 20 400 1.12511-7 37.9 0.078 13.9 32.3
6 20 480 1.125116 42.1 0.072 15.4 34.0
7 20 560 1.125116 44.5 0.065 16.3 35.0
8 21 672 1.125118 45.7 0.056 16.7 36.2
1 84 336 1.125215 201.2 0.056 73.5 327.7
2 44 352 1.125196 166.2 0.045 60.8 205.7
3 33 396 1.125190 159.5 0.038 58.3 173.5
120 10609 696 1.1867 4
28 448 1.125192 167.1 0.035 61.1 164.2
5 24 480 1.125191 186.5 0.037 68.2 163.4
6 22 528 1.125191 185.0 0.033 67.6 157.4
7 21 578 1.125191 202.8 0.033 74.1 163.6
8 19 608 1.125191 205.7 0.032 75.2 159.8
1 135 540 1.125123 248.6 0.086 83.6 291.1
2 77 616 1.125133 172.1 0.052 62.9 187.2
3 50 600 1.125132 146.3
I 0.046 53.7 139.7
BG GO 5356 496 1.1785 4 41 656 1.125133 147.8 I 0.042 54.0 128.25 33 660 1.125133 138.8 0.039 50.7 113.4
6 29 736 1.125132 140.4 0.036 51.3 108.8
7 26 728 1.125132 143.2 0.037 52.4 106.1
8 24 736 1.125131 148.1 0.038 54.2 105.8
1 80 320 1.125230 165.1 0.191 60.3 135.2
2 44 352 1.125217 91.8 0.097 33.6 76.7
3 32 384 1.125215 78.0 0.075 28.5 62.0
30 2704 426 1.1858 4 29 464
1.125213 79.6 0.063 29.1 60.5
5 23 460 1.125212 76.3 0.061 27.9 54.8
6 21 504 1.125212 77.1 0.057 28.2 53.7
7 20 560 1.125212 79.6 0.053 29.1 54.1
8 19 608 1.125212 79.2 0.048 29.0 52.2
1 114 456 1.125121 493.4 0.058 180.4 810.8
2 59 472 1.125112 373.7 0.042 136.6 490.8
3 40 480 1.125102 330.6 0.037 120.9 379.4
120 18769 976 1.1900 4 36 556 1.125108
369.1 0.035 134.9 381.7
5 29 580 1.125103 358.5 0.033 131.0 343.5
6 25 600 1.125102 359.8 0.032 131.5 325.7
7 25 700 1.125109 395.8 0.030 144.7 345.3
8 22 704 1.125103 390.1 0.030 142.6 328.2
1 ·207 828 1.125003 499.1 0.064 182.4 710.4
2 114 912 1.125011 406.2 0.047 148.5 459.6
3 72 864 1.125006 328.0 0.040 119.9 328.7
Ba 60 9453 656 1.1818
4 58 828 1.125010 327.3 0.042 119.6 297.4
5 45 900 1.125008 307.9 0.036 112.6 259.3
6 41 984 1.125011 316.8 0.034 115.8 254.7
7 34 952 1.125007 313.0 0.035 114.4 237.4
8 34 1088 1.125014 335.7 0.033 122.7 248.5
1 105 420 1.125151 156.2 0.078 57.1 203.2
2 58 464 1.125148 126.6 0.057 46.3 133.2
3 41 492 1.125146 113.8 0.049 41.6 107.1
30 4761 466 1.1895 4 34 544 1.125147
112.8 0.044 41.2 98.4
5 29 580 1.125142 113.6 0.041 41.5 92.8
6 25 600 1.125144 112.6 0.039 41.2 87.5
7 23 644 1.125143 115.6 0.038 42.3 86.5
8 22 704 1.125141 121.5 0.036 44.4 88.0
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VIII. APPENDIX:
1. Üescription of the INPREP Programme
The INPREP-II programme, written in FORTRAN IV and available in a card
deck for IBM/370-168 computer, is intended as an auxiliary programme
allowing to simplify considerably the preparation of that part of the
HEXAGA-II input da ta which is con"cerned with the speeification of
material compositions inside a triangular mesh.
As input data INPREP-II uses only the first t\olO cards of the HEXAGA-II
input data, that is, card numbers 1/ and 2/ (see Chapter IV) where the
value of NOH (number of all different hexagons) is ignored by the
progrannne.
In the INPREP output, the picture of empty hexagonal mesh bounded by
a parallelogram area of a given reactor problem is printed according
to the value of NOM given in the input. In other words, INPREP-II
provides the same picture of mesh (called "TJ-IE LOCATION OF HEXAGONS")
as HEXAGA-II, but without the specification of material composition
numbers representing particular hexagons in the mesh. However, these
numbers can now be written by the user according to the material arrange-
ment of a given reactor problem. '~ith such specification of material
compositions in the mesh prepared in advance it is possible in an easy
way to prepare input cards for HEXAGA-II.
Moreover, INPREP-II in the output provides the specification of space
(in bytes) which must be reserved on particular files used by HEXAGA-II.
The maXimum CPU time amounts to a few seconds and a standard core region
is sufficient (122 K). As an illustration of INPREP the output for sampie
problem B2, completed by hand writing, is presented.
INPREP-I1
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WRITTEN BY ZBIGNIEW WOZNICKI, FEB. 1975
SAMPLE P~OBLEM ß2




3 NEUTRON GR. THROUGHDUT WHICH NEUTRONS ARE DOWN-SCATTERED
5 MATERIAL COMP.
3 FISSIO~ABLE COMP.
3.2332 CM - MESH STEP
OUTER BOUNDARY CUND: LEFT - FLUX D~RIVArIVE EWUAL TO ZERO
TOP - FLUX DERIVATIVE fQUAL TO ZERO
RIGHT - LOGARITH~IC
BOT TO M - LOG AR Ir H~~ I C

























DIMENSION SPACE: 16520 BYTES
'"'"
THE LOCATION Of HEXAGONS
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
/ / / 1// / I / / / I I I / I I/I 1// I I I / / I I / / I I/I
1- * 1 * * 1 *' * 1 * * 1 * * 1 *' * 9 * * 2 * * 2 *' * 2 oe: * 3 * * 3 * * 3
~**1**1**1**1**1**2**,2·*.2**~**3**3*
3- * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * " * * 1'1-•• 2 * * 20* * 3 * *.3 * *
- *1 * * 1 * *' 1 *:(:: 1 * * 1 * * 1 * *4 * *2 * *2 * *3 * * 3 * *3
5- ~ >:< * 1 *' * 1 * * '1 * *, * * -1 * *11 * * 't 1;< * 2 :(:: *' 2 1;< * 3 * * 3 *
- *' * 4 *' * 1 *' * 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * *4 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 oe: * 3 * *
7- * 4 :(:: * 1 * * " * * 8 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 16 * * 2 * * 21 * * 3 * *.3
- I'f * * 1 * * 1 >';: * 1 * * 5 * *' ..., * "* -1 * * 2 * *·2 * * 3 * * 3 * *...3 *
9- * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 4 * * :r * *1 * *42 * * 2 * * 20 * * 3 * * 3 * *
- *1**1**1**1**1**1**2**2**2**3**3 **.3
11- ." * * A * * c * * 1 * * 1 *' * 1 * * 9 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * *..3 *
- * * -1 * *5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * *.3 * *
13- *..., * * 8 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * 2 * *21 * * 3 * * 3
- 1 * * 1 * * 5 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * :(:: 1 * * 2 * *2 * * 3 * * 3 * *..3 *
15-* * 1 * * 1 * * ~ * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 *. *"'3 * * 2 * * 20** 3 * *..3 * *
- * -1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * L, * * 2 * * 2 * >I< 3 * *.3 >I< *.:0
17- 10 * * 1 * * 1 *' * 1 * * 1 * * " * *;f4 * * ~ * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 *
- * * 1 * * J'f * * 1 * * 1 * * 1 * * 2 * * ~ * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * *.3 * *
19- * 2 * * 45* *..., *' *-10 * * 1 * * 19 * * 2 * * 16* * 2 * * 21 ** 3 * * 3
- 2~' ~'4* *-4* *P* *4* *~* *2* *2 * *2* *.9* *3 * *.3*
21- * * .f8* * 4 * * -12* * 2 * *.,~ * * ~ * * 2 * * 2 * *20 * *.3 * *.3 * *
- ,'< 2 * oJ::.4 * >';: 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 4 * * 2 * >:c 2 * * 2 * *.3 * *' 3 * *.3
23- 2 * * 2 * *-16* * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * "6* * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 3 * * 3 >l<
- * ':: 2 * ~'c 2 *' * 2 * * 2 * *2 * >';: 2 *' *2 * *2 * v.2 * *.3 * * 3 * *
25- * 2 * * 2 * * 2. * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * * 2 * *2' * *..3 * *.3
- 2* *2 * *2* *2 * *2* *'2* *2* *2* *2* *3* *3* *3*
27- *' *1~* *2 >\: *-1g* *2 * *"!J* *2,* *-Ig* * 2* *2'1* *.3 * *.3 * *
*J * *2 * *3 * *2* *3* *2* *3 * *2* *..3 * *.3* * 3* *j
29- 3 * * .3 * * 21 * *' 3 * * ~1 * * .3 * * 21* * 3 *' * pf * * 3 * *! '* >';: .3 '*
* * 3 * *.3 * ",c 3 '* * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * '* 3 * * 3 * "":3 >Je >Je 3 * *.3 * *
31- * 3 * '* 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 '* * 3 * * 3 * '* 3 * * 3 * '* .3
- 3 '* *3 * "" 3 *':: 3 * * 3 * * 3 * *.3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * *3 *
33- * * 3 * *.3 * * 3 t; * 3 * * .3 * '* 3 '* * 3 * *.3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * *"
*3 * '* 3 * *.! * * ~ * * 3 * * 3 * *.3 *' *.3 * * 3 * * 3 * * 3 * * ~
35- ~ * * 3 * * 3 * * ~ * * 3 * *' 3 * * .:3 * *' 3 * * ~ '* * 3 * * 3 * * 3 *
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THE MATERIAL SPECIFICATIJN JF HEXAGONS
T4 * '" T2 ** *. ':<
* * *







* ** * Tl
~< *















* * ,.~ ,.~
*"'*****~(
H~R Tl TZ T3 T4 T5 T6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
) 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 ~- 5 5 5:J
6 1 1 S 5 1 1
7 1 1 '1 1 ~ 5'
8 5' 5 -1 1 1 '1
9 2 2 1 1 1 '1
40 4 '" 2 2 1 141 ~ 4 /I " 4 142 2 2 2 2 1 1
13 2 2 4 ~ .., '1
""
4 4 2 2 1 1
1S" 1 ", 4 t, 1 1
4' 2 2 2 2 4 4
1'; 2 2 4 4 2 2
18 4 4 2 2 2 2
19 2 2 3 3 2 2
20 3 3 2 2 2 2
21 3 3 3 3 2 2
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2. The Deseription of the HEXI-22 and HEXI-23 Programmes
As was mentioned early 1n order to simplify the preparation of the HEXAGA-II
input data for reaetor problems with a fine mesh refinement two auxiliary
programmes HEXI-22 and HEXI-23 are available. Both programmes serve to re-
produeing the first part of the HEXAGA-II input data (eoneerned with the
deseription of the material-geometrieal eonfiguration of point mesh) for
a given reaetor problem in whieh the step of uniform triangular mesh is
deereased by faetor 2 in the ease of HEXI-22 and by faetor 3 for HEXI-23.
They use the same input data as the HEXAGA-II input data without introdueing
any additional input information. Eaeh HEXI output ean be used as a new
HEXI input. Thus, having the HEXAGA-II input data deseribing a given reae-
torproblt!m with the minimum number of mesh points and using an arbitrary
eombination of output/input from HEXI-22 and -23 we ean produee the
HEXAGA-II input data for arrangements of mesh points for this problem with
the step of mesh deereased by the following faetors: 2i .3k for arbitrary
integers i,k > o.
In prineiple, with the ereation of a new HEXAGA-II input data all changes
of data are eoneerned with the first part of HEXAGA-II input da ta deseribing
the material-geometrieal eonfiguration of trian~ular mesh (eard sets from
. 1/ to 3/). Therefore, HEXI-22 and -23 ean be only used for produeing the
first part of the HEXAGA-II input data. However, if the seeond part of
input data speeifing group eonstants, logarithmie boundary parameters a and
iteration strategy parameters (eard sets from 4/ to 6/) are ineluded to
the HEXI input then these data are also reprodueed by HEXI without any
ehanges.
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IX. REMARKS ON THE USE OF HEXAGA-II
Since HEXAGA-II ~s a programme based on a relatively new iterative method
of solution and not experienced by many users, it seems reasonable to in-
clude some indications helpful for users.
In all versions of HEXAGA-II there exists the input check of 60- and 30-
degree symmetry of solutIon and if required symmetry of solution is not
satisfied in HEXAGA-II-60 or -30 for a given problem, programme is stopped
with printing information about the first met mesh point at which an
expected symmetry did not occur. It is possible to use HEXAGA-II-120 for
problems with 60- and 30-degree symmetry and llliXAGA-II-60 for 30-degree
symmetry, however, in this case recommendations for using the propE~r ver-
sion of HEXAGA-II for next calculations of this problem are printed in the
output.
In reactor problems solved by means of HEXAGA-II for the first time, it is
recommended to use the iteration strategy selected by the programme putting
in the input data MAXO = SOor 100, }~I • }[INI = I, NOMEGA = 2 and OMS = 1.5.
With the above values of input parameters the programme finds the number of
inner iterations per outer iteration and relaxation factors n
ß
= n~ = n as
a function of the spectral radius of iteration matrix. In reactor problems
which can be solved by HEXAGA-II with 50 f 100 outer iterations the itera-
tion strategy selected by the programme is very often sufficient and close
to the optimum. In subsequent calculations of a given problem and differin~
with small changes of material-geometrical configuration the estimate of
G, MAXI and MINI (MAXI = MINI) by the proeramme can be avoided by putting
in the input data: NOMEGA - 0 and the values of n, MAXI and MINI taken
from previous calculations. Moreover, user can try to check or find the
optimum iteration strategy by introducing insignificant changes of the
values of G, MAXI and MINI ~n the relation to those used previously and
the comparison of obtained results. However, it should be remembered that
as was shown in Chapter VII.3. only a few (maximum 3 f 5) inner iterations
per outer iteration (considered as equivalent to the Gaussian direct
method) provides the best iteration strategy.
In the reactor problem presented in Chapter VII it was observed that with-
out the acceleration of convergence of sources (w = I) about 20 outer
s
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iterations a110w to ea1eu1ate keff with the relative aeeuraey 1ess than
10-6 • The app1ieation of the aeeeleration of sources does not provide a
greater reduetion of the number of outer iterations for this problem.
However, in some problems, in whieh the ratio of keff to the next (greatest
in modu1i) eigenva1ue is very e10se to unity, a very slow eonvergenee of
keff oeeurs .;ind the aeeeleration of the power source method beeomes an
important problem. In HEXAGA-II outer iterations are aeeelerated by means
of the usua1 relaxation ~ethod (see Chapter 111.6.) where the va1ue w = 1.5
s
(OMS in the input) is reeommended for using in all problems. In one examp1e,
typica1 for a modular design of a large heterogeneou8 LMFBR, described by 1225
mesh points in 120-degree para11e1ogram using n
ß
= n~
by the programme, w = land the eonvergenee criteria
_& s
10 it was possib1e to obtain the solution after 340
= n ~ 1.14 estimated
-5
E~ < 10 and E k <'I' - eff
outer iterations and
on1y with the assumption of one inner iteration per outer iteration. The
va1ue of n = n
ß
= n~ found experimenta11y whieh minimizes the number of
outer iterations to 82 is equa1 to 1.1825 (but with w = I). It is a we11
s
known effeet of inf1uenee of inereased values of relaxation factor over the
optimum va1ue in inner iterations on the acee1eration of eonvergenee of outer
iterations. The same resu1t was obtained with using n ~ 1.13 (as e10se to
the optimum va1ue) but with w = 1.5. It is interesting to notiee that the
s
above results eould be obtained on1y with the assumption one inner/
outer iteration. Using 2 or more inner/outer iterations caused a1ways a
drastie deerease of the rate of eonvergenee. In such problems, 1ike this,
it is reeommended to use on1y one inner/outer iteration by putting in the
-input data MAXI = I and MINI = 2 and for estimating n by the prop,ramme
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